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ABSTRACT
Cis-diol-containing metabolites have attracted increasing attention in recent years.
These metabolites widely exist in the body fluids and tissues. They play important
roles in the structure, function and metabolic activity of cells. Some of them are
related to cell proliferation and metabolic processes. And they have been used to
denote a state of disease as potential biomarkers. Several methods have been
developed for the analysis of cis-diol-containing metabolites. However, these
methods faced a challenge to separate and detect isomers of these compounds,
particularly for compounds with low abundance and high polarity. Therefore, novel
methods were necessary to improve the separation and detection sensitivity of this
kind of metabolites.
With this aim, chemical derivatization methods were developed for cis-diolcontaining metabolite detection by using liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry
in this project. These methods were optimized and validated to achieve the optimal
reaction conditions. And they were applied to study real-world biological systems,
including the changes of modified nucleosides in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
nude mice and toxic effects of bisphenol A (BPA) exposure.
Firstly, the derivatization reaction of cis-diol compounds with acetone were
optimized. Factors that affected reaction efficiency were investigated by reacting
guanosine (G) with acetone. The optimal reaction conditions were validated by
detecting four acetonides of urinary nucleosides by using LC-MS/MS. The results
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showed that the approach had good linearity, accuracy and precision. The recoveries
were ranged from 92.9% to 103.5%. It indicated that the assay was reproducible.
The robust method should be potentially useful for the analysis of modified
nucleosides and other cis-diol-containing metabolites in biological samples.
The validated derivatization method was applied to determine urinary nucleosides
by LC-MS. This method not only improved the retention of nucleosides on
reversed-phase column, but also reduced the matrix effect from urine samples and
enhanced detection sensitivity of mass spectrometry. Isotope labeling method with
acetone-d6 and multivariate statistical analysis enabled the positive identification of
56 nucleosides, including 52 modified nucleosides. The obtained results indicated
that the derivatization method was practical, fast and effective for the identification
of urinary nucleosides. It was successfully applied to study the changes of urinary
nucleosides in nude mice bearing HCC. Some significantly changed nucleosides
were identified as potential biomarkers.
Subsequently, this approach was modified by employing parallel reaction
monitoring (PRM) method which was based on high resolution MS to detect urinary
nucleosides in rats exposed to BPA. Comparing to the data acquired by triple
quadrupole MS with neutral loss scanning, higher specificity and sensitivity were
achieved by using PRM scanning mode. Therefore, more nucleosides were
identified by using the method in urine samples (from 56 up to 66). The changes of
the detected nucleosides were studied in the rats exposed to BPA. Various trends of
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modified nucleosides were observed with different dose BPA exposure. Specifically,
the high-dose exposure group was the most strongly affected. The biomarker of
RNA oxidation, 8-hydroxyguanosine (8-oxoG), showed significant change in this
group. It proved that BPA exposure could induce RNA damage when the dose of
BPA was beyond a certain amount.
Except

for

nucleosides,

other

cis-diol-containing

metabolites,

such

as

carbohydrates, were also studied by using the derivatization method. Acetone and
acetone-d6 were applied to label the cis-diol metabolites. Based on the chemical
isotope labeling, cis-diol metabolites were easily recognized from urine samples.
Influence of BPA exposure on these metabolites was investigated by comparing
different doses of BPA administration on rats. Analytes showed noticeable
difference were highlighted. Pathway analysis indicated that galactose metabolism,
nucleoside and its analogues metabolism were disturbed.
The derivatization method was extended to quantify nucleotides in plasma samples.
According to the specific physical-chemical properties of nucleotides, the method
was

improved

to

fit

the

requirement

of

analysis

by

using

1,1-

Dimethoxycyclohexane (DMCH) as derivatization agent and formic acid (FA) as
catalyst. Tip micro-columns packed with TiO2 were used for selective adsorption
of nucleotides in the plasma. Then in-situ derivatization were carried out to change
the polarity of targeted compounds. LC-MS analysis of the derivatization products
were employed without using ion-pairing reagents. This method exhibited a high
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selectivity for the extraction of nucleotides. After derivatization, retention of
nucleotides on reversed-phase C18 column was improved. Complete separation of
nucleotides with the same base was achieved. The peak shape was symmetrical and
the tailing was eliminated by using high pH mobile phase. The method settled the
problems of nucleotide detection, which were poor retention, trailing, in-source
fragmentation and contamination of ion-pairing reagents. The quantitative method
was successfully applied to determine the content of nucleotides in plasma samples
of rats exposed to BPA. It was simple and fast, as well as good selectivity and
stability. It could be extended to detection of other phosphorylated metabolites with
similar structure.
To our best knowledge, it was the first time to employ derivatization methods to
detect cis-diol-containing metabolites. The methods decreased the matrix effects of
complex biological samples, and also decreased the polarity of cis-diol-containing
metabolites. The changes of properties not only improved the chromatographic
separation, but also enhanced the MS intensities. The methods overcame the
problems of cis-diol-containing metabolite detection on reversed-phase column.
They were successfully applied to study the changes of cis-diol-containing
metabolites of HCC and toxic effects of BPA exposure. The method might be
extended to determine other cis-diol-containing metabolites in urine samples as
well as in cells, tissues and plasma samples. It might be valuable for the
understanding of the roles of cis-diol-containing metabolites in in cell metabolism.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 General introduction of cis-diol-containing metabolites
A diol is a chemical compound containing two hydroxyl groups (−OH groups), such
as cis-diol, 1,3-diol and trans-diol. The three kinds of compounds have similar
structures, but different functions. The most obvious examples are nucleosides and
Deoxynucleosides. The former contains cis-diol groups, which are building blocks
of RNA. The latter contains 1,3-diol groups, which are building blocks of DNA.
Another example is cytidine and its isomer, cytarabine. Cytidine is an endogenous
normal nucleoside with a cis-diol group. It is an essential metabolite for cell
growing. However, cytarabine has a trans-diol group. Its structure is similar enough
to cytidine, but different enough that it kills the cell1. It is a chemotherapy agent
used mainly in the treatment of cancers, such as acute myeloid leukemia (AML)
and non-Hodgkin lymphoma2. It means that slight modification of the molecule
configuration between cytarabine and cytidine altered the compound properties
significantly. Therefore, distinction of cis-diol, 1,3-diol and trans-diol
compounds is important to understand their respective functions.
Cis-diol-containing metabolites are a kind of unique compounds, including
glycoproteins, glycopeptides, RNA, nucleotides, nucleosides, carbohydrates and its
conjugates, and so on. In addition, catecholamine compounds, as well as certain
antibiotics such as vancomycin also belong to the cis-diol biological molecules.
Because cis-diol compounds involved in many ways on growth, metabolism and
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proliferation of cells3. They play important roles in cellular work, but their detection
still faces some challenges, so, the project focused on this kind of metabolites. The
studies of them may have great significance to comprehend their function in
genomics, transcriptomics, and proteomics and metabolomics4.
1.2 Brief introduction of carbohydrates
Carbohydrates are one of the most important specie of cis-diol-containing
compounds. Carbohydrates are used as organism structure composition and energy
source.5 They are also important intermediate metabolites in cell metabolism as well
as cell recognition and signal transduction molecules6. Carbohydrates involved in
lots of biological reactions in the body independently7. And in many cases, it can
be endowed with new functions by forming conjugated complex with other
molecules. Typical conjugated complex, including glycoproteins, proteoglycan and
glycolipids, are important biological molecules8. With the development of systems
biology, carbohydrates become more and more important due to its potential
applications as biological function molecules and disease biomarkers. For instance,
amino acid composition of peptides in tumor cells may be identical to that of normal
cells, but with different modification of glycosylation or deglycosylation, the
structure and function of the proteins may be completely different9. Therefore, they
may be used as biomarkers for clinical diagnosis. Now, a variety of glycoproteins
have been identified as biomarkers of cancers, such as alpha-fetoprotein (AFP),
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), tumor specific antigen, prostate specific antigen,
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and so on10.
Glycolipids are another kind of important cis-diol biological molecules. They refer
to sugar connected with lipid compounds through hemiacetal hydroxyl bonds.
Glycolipids can be divided into glycosphingolipids, glyceroglycolipids and steroid
derivative glycolipids, etc11. All glycolipids are amphiphilic. Some of them are the
components of the cell membrane, and they are closely related to the cell
physiological conditions12. The ceramide and sugar chain of glycosphingolipids, for
example, showed certain cell specificity in individuals, organizations, and even
each part within the same organization13. For the same kind of cells, the
composition of glycosphingolipids may be different in different cell growth stage14.
Because of the specificity of glycosphingolipids, these compounds are often
referred to as biomarkers in cell surface15. Glycosphingolipids are important
components of cell surface antigen. They show obvious changes when the normal
cells are cancerous16. Some surface antigens isolated from cancer cells have been
proved to be glycosphingolipids17. Glycosphingolipids on the cell surface are
extracellular receptors and physiological active substances and they participate in
many cell recognition and information transfer processes18.
Besides glycoproteins and glycolipids, other cis-diol-containing small molecules,
for example, glycosides, also have important biological functions19. Glycosides
contain two parts, which are sugar residues (sugar losing hemiacetal hydroxyl) and
ligands. The function and nature of glycosides depend on the properties of ligands.
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In plant, glycosides are widely distributed in roots, stems, leaves, flowers and
fruits20. In animals, the most important kinds of glycosides are nucleotides and
nucleosides.
1.3 Brief introduction of ribonucleotides
Nucleotides are important molecules which are building-blocks of nucleic acids
(RNA or DNA). These special molecules are involved in many physical activities
in living organisms. They take park in enzyme reactions in the body to produce
energy and to serve as cell signaling molecules21. Moreover, these metabolites are
driving forces for cell growth, playing important regulatory functions on cell
differentiation and proliferation22.
A nucleotide is composed of three parts. The first part of the molecules is a
nitrogenous base which can be a purine or a pyrimidine. The base attaches to a fivecarbon sugar (ribose or deoxyribose) via a beta-glycosidic linkage to form a
nucleoside. The nucleoside in turn pluses one (or two, or three) phosphate group(s)
to yield a nucleotide. Depending on the number of phosphate groups, nucleotides
are distinguished into nucleoside monophosphate, nucleoside diphosphate and
nucleoside triphosphate. And based on the type of pentose sugar, nucleotides could
also be divided into deoxyribonucleotide or ribonucleotide. In the case of
ribonucleotide, the sugar is a ribose. While in deoxyribonucleotide, the sugar is a
deoxyribose. A ribonucleotide is a precursor to form a critical part of RNA.
Ribonucleotides are reduced by ribonucleotide reductase to remove oxygen to
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generate deoxyribonucleotides, which are precursors of DNA.
Ribonucleotides are also key factors in other cellular functions. These special
monomers are utilized in both cell regulation and cell signaling23. Nucleoside
triphosphates (ATP, GTP, CTP and UTP) function as a main source of energy within
the cell, playing a central role in cell metabolism24. They can both hold and release
energy via the phosphate groups when necessary. The energy was released by
removing one phosphate group to yield nucleoside diphosphates (ADP, GDP, CDP
and UDP), and the removal of a further phosphate group forms nucleoside
monophosphates (AMP, GMP, CMP and UMP). Nucleoside diphosphates could be
interconvertible via the energy currency to form nucleoside triphosphates. The
conversion back and forth between the two kinds of metabolites are critical for
maintaining energy levels in cells25. Ribonucleotides can be converted to cyclic
nucleoside monophosphate (cAMP and cGMP) to participate in cell signaling in
organisms as well26. In addition, ribonucleotides are also served as integral
cofactors to assist the process of enzymatic reactions (e.g. coenzyme A, FAD, NAD,
and NADP+)27. Quantification of these metabolites are required for oxidative stress
evaluation, microorganisms’ distinction, cell status study, human cerebrospinal
fluid determination, cardiovascular system monitoring, food investigation,
erythrocytes analysis, and so on28.
Because of the great importance of nucleotides in the fields of biochemistry,
determination of these metabolites provides valuable information for understanding
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cellular physical activities. However, there are many challenges for the detection of
nucleotides. Firstly, various sample constituents, especially in biological samples,
serious matrix interferences greatly suppress the signals of targeted compounds.
Secondly, due to the presence of extremely polar phosphate and cis-diol groups,
nucleotides are poorly retained on reversed-phase columns. In addition, instability
of phosphorylated compounds leads to a high level of in-source fragmentation for
all the nucleotides. For example, ionization of adenosine-5'-triphosphate (ATP)
produced considerable amounts of adenosine-5'-diphosphate (ADP) and adenosine5'-monophosphate (AMP) fragment ions, even using the softest ionization
technique, that is, electrospray ionization (ESI)29. To deal with these problems,
efficient sample pre-treatment, completely chromatographic separation and high
sensitive, high selective detections technologies are necessary for LC-MS analysis30.
For sample preparation, solid-phase extraction (SPE) was the most popular
technology in recent years31. Compared to organic solvents precipitates, the
selectivity of SPE was much better. But due to the protein binding of nucleotides,
the procedures suffered from the problem of low recoveries. For example, by using
ion-pair reversed phase SPE, the recovery was only 43% at low concentrations32.
Strong Anion Exchange (SAX) SPE was also applied for nucleotides extraction, but
the high concentrations of salt in the solution required further desalination steps
before the samples were injected to LC-MS. It might also lead to further losses of
recoveries33. Increase of recoveries could be achieved by using combination
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technologies. Combined phenol-chloroform LLE and ion-pair reverse phase SPE,
relatively high recoveries across a wide dynamic range (72–85%) were observed34.
However, the limitation of the method was that it was laborious and timeconsuming to perform multiple extraction and sample transfer steps. To overcome
the problem, a one-step method was developed by employing weak anion exchange
(WAX) SPE35. The recoveries of the method were good to meet the needs, except
that the cost for per sample was fairly high. Therefore, a rapid, high efficient method
for sample pre-treatment is still a major bottleneck for extracting nucleotides with
good reproducibility and recovery.
A variety of techniques have been used to chromatograph nucleotides. In the earlier
studies, traditional reversed-phase liquid chromatography (RPLC) with UV
detection were frequently applied for nucleotides detection by adding phosphate
buffer to the mobile phases36. Additionally, strong anion exchange (SAX) columns
were also used for nucleotides separation by utilizing high concentrations of nonvolatile salt buffer37. However, these modifiers were not compatible with mass
spectrometry and the sensitivity fell far short of what was required38. During the
last ten years, LC coupled with tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) has
proven to be a highly sensitive technique with specificity and structural
characterization capability39. Many related works employed the technique to
analyze nucleotides in complex biological matrices40. Volatile ion-pairing agents
were often used as mobile phase modifiers41. Although the methods achieved good
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separation for nucleotides and decreased salt precipitation in ion source, persistent
residues of these agents could never be cleared away completely from the column,
even with extensive column flushing. Residual trace levels of the ion-pair agent
might greatly change the retention and reproducibility of a column42. It also caused
contamination of the mass spectrometer, resulting in significant signal suppression
and requiring frequent cleanings of ionization source43. Therefore, a suitable LCMS method is eager for sensitive and selective detection of nucleotides under
acceptable chromatographic condition with low concentration and volatile buffer
salts, but without using ion-pairing agents.
1.4 Brief introduction of ribonucleosides
Ribonucleic acid (RNA) plays a very important role in the process of cell growth.
It copies the genetic information from deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and translates
the information into proteins. After completing their assigned tasks, RNA is
catabolized to free nucleosides. The main composition of the metabolites is normal
nucleosides, i.e., adenosine (A), uridine (U), guanosine (G) and cytidine (C).
Modified nucleosides are also the end products of RNA metabolism. Transfer RNA
(tRNA) is a main source of modified nucleosides44. A total of 93 different modified
nucleosides have been reported in RNA, with the largest number and greatest
structural diversity in tRNA, 79; and 28 in ribosomal RNA (rRNA), 12 in
messenger RNA (mRNA), 11 in small nuclear RNA (snRNA) and 3 in other small
RNAs45. The four normal nucleosides are reused to construct new RNA. However,
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the modified nucleosides are excreted from the cell to the urine, due to the lack of
salvage enzymes for these substrates40, 46.
All the modified nucleosides are derived by modifying the basic structure of the
four major nucleosides, i.e., A, U, G, and C, at specific sites in the RNA chain. The
most common type of modification is methylation of either the nucleobases, the
sugar hydroxyls, or, in some cases, both portions of the nucleoside. After
performing these post-transcriptional modifications, the modified RNAs are
released from the precursor RNA molecules by site-specific nucleases47. Although
some specific structures can only be found in certain types of RNA, most
modifications are general and can be detected in different types of RNA from
different organisms. Therefore, nucleosides in urine, which are derived from the
degradation of RNA, are not only from human mammalian cells, but also from other
organisms such as bacteria, fungi, and viruses48.
1.4.1 Levels of modified nucleosides in urine
Modified nucleosides in urine as end products directly reflect the degradation rate
of RNA. The conversion of RNA has a quantitative relationship with protein
turnover rate in infants and adults49. Fast excretion of modified nucleosides, which
may be related to the high speed of cell proliferation50, was observed in babies with
6-10 times higher than that in adults. In healthy adults, excretion of modified
nucleosides is relatively stable. It is not influenced by sex and age51. In addition,
diets show little effect on the levels of urinary modified nucleosides52. However,
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some physical illnesses, such as inflammation, immune diseases, cancers,
especially urological diseases, have a great influence on the levels of these
metabolites53. Therefore, the levels of nucleosides can be used to monitor status of
bodies. Moreover, urine samples are easy to collect and it is non-invasive to patients.
So, it is suitable for disease research, especially for discoveries of potential
candidates for use as “biological markers” of cancers.
1.4.2 Relationship between urinary modified nucleosides and tumor
Tumor is an abnormal mass of tissue as a result of abnormal growth or division of
cells. Early symptoms and physical signs of tumor are not special54. The early
diagnosis rate of tumor is yet not high, although some markers have been found for
auxiliary examinations. Generally, when the symptoms are in evidence, the
carcinoma has been advanced and it is too late for treatment55. It is a great
significance to develop an effective method for early diagnosis of tumor. It is instant
requirement to search biomarkers and novel therapeutic targets for early diagnostic
to improve the treatment of these diseases. Traditional tumor markers are genes and
proteins. The levels of these markers are very low. Sometimes they are hard to
detect and cannot meet the demands for early diagnosis56. Modified nucleosides is
the component of RNA. Because the RNA metabolism is very fast in cancers, the
concentrations of modified nucleosides are significantly higher in cancer patients
than in healthy controls. Therefore, modified nucleosides can server as potential
tumor markers for early diagnosis57, 58.
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1.4.3 Studies of urinary nucleosides as tumor markers
The levels of urinary nucleosides have been shown to be a signal of the disease
status, indicating the patient’s response to therapy, and correlating with the
progression of disease59. Some papers have discussed the feasibility of urinary
nucleosides as biomarkers for cancer diagnosis. For example, an inhibition ELISA
system using a monoclonal antibody (AMC) was established to determine urinary
levels of 5-methyl-2'-deoxycytidine (5MedCyd) in healthy individuals and cancer
patients. Various types of cancer were tested. The levels of 5-methyl-2'deoxycytidine were higher in leukemia patients than in healthy individuals. The
results showed that urinary 5MedCyd might be applicable as a biologic marker for
leukemia60. Another report also mentioned that evaluation of the urinary 5-methyl2'-deoxycytidine level as a biological marker for leukemic patients was possible61.
A good correlation was found between the clinical stage in high-grade lymphoma
and healthy controls by comparing pseudouridine levels62.
Many urinary nucleosides have been determined as potential markers of breast
cancer. One study found that, compared to the breast cancer patients in surgical
ward, patients hospitalized in the medical excreted significantly higher levels of 1methylinosine and 1-methyladenosine. In addition, the two compounds could be
used to suggest an unfavorable prognostic by reflecting more advanced disease63.
Four modified nucleosides, i.e., 5-hydroxymethyl-2'-deoxyuridine, 8-hydroxy-2'deoxyguanosine, 1-methyladenosine, and N2,N2-dimethylguanosine, were detected
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significantly higher levels in pre-operative patients than in both normal controls and
post-operative patients. It stated that these nucleosides could be used to evaluate the
effects on medical treatment before and after tumor removal64. Urinary nucleoside
levels measured in female breast cancer patients (n = 36) showed that levels of
cytidine, 3-methylcytidine and inosine were significantly higher in patients than in
normal controls (p < 0.01)65. Besides, quite a few reports confirmed that significant
changes of urinary modified nucleoside levels have a close relationship with breast
cancer66-69.
Fourteen urinary nucleosides were determined in the samples of 62 healthy persons
and 52 consecutive patients who suffered from colorectal cancer (CRC). The levels
of 11 out of 14 of the determined nucleosides in urine were much higher in the CRC
group than in normal controls. Two modified nucleosides, 1-methylguanosine (m1G)
and pseudouridine (Pseu), showed good sensitivity-specificity to diagnose CRC70.
A study of urinary metabolic profiling of 34 healthy volunteers, 34 benign
colorectal tumor and 50 colorectal carcinoma patients showed that nucleotide
biosynthesis was significantly disordered in CRC patients71.
The levels of modified nucleosides also showed significant changes in urine
samples of other cancer patients, such as urogenital cancer72, 73, hepatocellular
carcinoma74, 75, head and neck cancer76, 77, uterine cervical cancer78, lung cancer79,
and so on. In addition, elevated levels of modified nucleosides were detected in the
urine of patients suffered from immunodeficiency diseases, for example, acquired
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immunodeficiency diseases (AIDS)80, 81 and severe combined immunodeficiency
diseases (SCID)82.
1.4.4 Analysis of urinary nucleosides
HPLC methods, which were developed by Gherke et al.83, 84, were the most common
methods used for the analysis of urinary nucleosides. The sensitivity and resolution
of HPLC were better than paper-, thin-layer-, and open tubular column
chromatography methods which were used prior to the development of HPLC
methods. Most of modern HPLC methods are based on the research of Gherke and
co-workers and used to separate mixtures of urinary nucleosides. A reversed-phase
high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) method with photodiodearray detection was used to quantitatively analyze urinary normal and modified
nucleosides in 55 persons with malignant tumors of various types84. Following the
extraction of urinary nucleosides with affinity chromatography on a phenylboronic
acid column, a reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography method
was applied for a complete separation of sixteen urinary ribonucleosides85. An ionpair HPLC coupled with a fluorescence and a UV detector has been developed for
the simultaneous determination of neopterine (Npt), pseudouridine (Psu) and
creatinine (Cre) in urine86. Compared to HPLC, Ultra High Performance Liquid
Chromatography (UPLC) is a much faster, more precise and higher resolution tool
for separation. A method based on UPLC was applied to quantify eight modified
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nucleosides in urine during 4 min with good linearity, accuracy and low LOQ
values87.
Gas chromatography (GC) has some advantages and limitations compared to HPLC.
Limited references have been reported for the analysis of urinary nucleosides by
GC88, 89. The resolution of GC is higher than other chromatographic techniques, but
limited to the bad volatility of nucleosides, application of GC technique for
nucleosides determination is still rare even after chemical derivatization. Urinary
excretion of the modified nucleoside/base was analyzed with a methodology
involving HPLC prepurification followed by GC with isotope dilution mass
spectrometric detection90. A similar method was employed to determine oxidatively
damaged DNA biomarkers in head and neck cancer patients, who were involved in
the therapeutic effect or the ionizing radiation and in the side effects. The results
showed that only urinary excretion of the modified nucleosides significantly
increased91.
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is a test that uses antibodies and
color change to identify a substance. The technique allows to analyze urine samples
directly. It was easy and quick to quantify targeted urinary nucleosides of individual
samples92, 93. Therefore, the methods could be applied to simultaneously analyze a
large number of clinical samples. An inhibition ELISA system was developed by
using a monoclonal antibody against 5-methylcytidine (AMC). It was employed to
determine urinary levels of 5-methyl-2'-deoxycytidine in healthy individuals and
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leukemia patients. Elevated levels of 5-methyl-2'-deoxycytidine were detected and
the compound might be applicable as a biologic marker for leukemia60. Another
inhibition ELISA was used to measure urinary levels of pseudouridine and 1methyladenosine in leukemia and lymphoma patients. Significantly elevated levels
of these nucleosides were detected. It means that the two metabolites in urine might
be clinically useful as complementary markers to monitor disease status of leukemia
and lymphoma patients94. Although ELISA is rapid enough to analyze hundreds of
samples a day, the lack of specificity, which is caused by cross-reaction with other
urinary components, reduces the accuracy of the quantitative result95. Therefore,
results with a different type of assay are required to perform confirmatory testing.
Capillary electrophoresis was applied to analyze modified nucleosides in urine for
the first time in 1997. The concentrations of modified nucleosides were tested in
urine samples from 25 patients with 14 different types of cancer disease. The study
found that the levels of pseu, inosine, N4-acetyleytidine, N1-methyl-anosine and N2methyl-anosine in patients with cancer were significantly higher than healthy
controls96. Results of artificial neural network classification for urinary nucleosides
analysis by capillary electrophoresis, were used for the clinical diagnosis of tumors.
The recognition rate for the training set reached to 100%. Above 85% of the
members in the predicting set were correctly classified97. Similarly, the
combination of capillary electrophoresis and wavelet neural network was proved to
be an effective and efficient tool for the clinical diagnosis of breast cancer98.
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Capillary electrophoresis coupled with electrochemical detector could detect the
concentration of urinary 8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine as a biomarker for oxidative
DNA damage99. Reversed electroosmotic flow was another kind of method that was
applied for screening of inherited disorders of purine and pyrimidine metabolism
by capillary electrophoresis100.
Mass spectrometry has played a major role in the confirmation and/or assignment
of structure to nucleosides isolated from human urine. More and more articles
described the application of mass spectrometry methods for the analysis of urinary
nucleosides101-104. For example, MALDI-TOF and high field asymmetric waveform
ion mobility spectrometry (FAIMS) were used to directly identify modified
nucleosides in urine105, 106. However, due to the complex composition of urine,
direct analysis suffered from serious matrix effects. Therefore, chromatography and
mass spectrometry were often combined together to reduce the interference of
matrix. One example was that high performance liquid chromatography coupled
with electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) was used to
measure urinary nucleosides in female breast cancer patients (n = 36) to evaluate
the diagnostic value of nucleosides as potential tumor markers65. LC-MS/MS
method employing constant neutral loss (CNL) scanning for the loss of the ribose
moiety (132 u) was also used to detect ribonucleosides in human urine107. C18
columns were widely used for LC separation. But some modified nucleosides are
very polar. The retention of these compounds on C18 columns are quite poor.
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Therefore, some novel columns were applied for isolate of nucleosides, such as
hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC)108, 109 and zwitterionic hydrophilic
interaction chromatography (ZIC-HILIC)110. For example, a HILIC/ESI-MS
method was employed to detect RNA modifications by using a HILIC column.
Chromatography with an ACN-rich solvent facilitated desolvation and ionization
of modified nucleosides. Moreover, strong retention of uridine derivatives was
another advantage of HILIC/ESI-MS over RPC/ESI-MS. The method could detect
34 nucleosides in urine samples. It was a valuable alternative for profiling modified
nucleosides111. Although HILIC provided a practical alternative for nucleosides
detection, its separation for some isomers were still unsatisfactory. And in some
cases, there are some strong interaction between the hydroxyl groups of cis-diol
containing compounds and the free residue of the stationary phase, which caused
broad peak shapes and low sensibility109, 112.
Another common technique is capillary electrophoresis-mass spectrometry (CEMS). Capillary electrophoresis is especially applicable for separation of polar
substance113. A method based on capillary electrophoresis-mass spectrometry
coupled with synthetic urine as a surrogate matrix was developed for direct
determination of urinary modified nucleosides. Results of 9 nucleosides
demonstrated that the methodology offered a valid and reliable alternative for the
determination of urinary nucleosides at naturally occurring levels in healthy
individuals114. A sample treatment assay based on solid-phase extraction (SPE) with
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polymeric sorbents has been developed for the simultaneous isolation and preconcentration of nucleosides and nucleobases from urine prior to analyses by CEESI-MS. Not only cis-diols, but also non-cis-diol compounds were detected with
the methodology115.
Table 1.1 Comparison of analytical methods for analyzing urinary nucleosides.
Methods

Advantage

HPLC-UV

Compatible

Limitation
with

phosphate Low sensitivity and long

buffer or ion-paring agents
UPLC-UV

operation time

Higher resolution than HPLC, Unsatisfactory sensitivity
good separation with phosphate for some low abundance
buffer or ion-pairing agents as nucleosides
mobile phase

GC-MS

Higher resolution than other Not
chromatographic techniques

very

suitable

for

nucleosides determination
because

of

the

bad

volatility of nucleosides
ELISA

Rapid

enough

to

analyze Lack of specificity, due to

hundreds of samples a day

cross-reaction with other
components, low accuracy
for quantitative analysis
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MALDI-MS

Fast and direct detection method

Suffered

from

serious

matrix effects and difficult
to distinguish isomers
RPLC-MS

Robust

and

well-developed Poor retention for some

methods

very

polar

nucleosides

without using ion-paring
agents
LC-HILIC-MS

Better

retention

for

polar Unsatisfactory separation

nucleosides than RPLC, better for some isomers. In some
intensity due to high organic cases, peak shapes were
mobile phase, unnecessary for broad
ion-pairing agents

due

interaction

to

strong

between

the

stationary phase and the
cis-diol of nucleosides
CE-MS

High resolution for separation, Unsatisfactory stability and
and appropriate for the detection reproducibility
of polar compounds

Although many techniques have been applied for urinary nucleoside determination,
each analysis method described above still has advantages and limitations relative
to the other techniques (Table 1.1). No one method can server as a “method of
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choice” to identify and quantify all the urinary nucleosides simultaneously.
Therefore, the result would be more objective and overall with combination of
several techniques.
1.5 Brief introduction of bisphenol A
Recently, the effects of endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDC) on human health and
enviremation have gradually caused extensive concern. Bisphenol A (BPA) is a
classical endocrine disrupting chemical116. It is commonly used to produce epoxy
resin, polycarbonate, polysulfone resin, and so on117. The products are applied to
make a variety of common consumer goods, such as water bottles, household
electronics, beverage cans, thermal paper for sales receipts, medical and dental
devices118. Frequently contacting with these goods greatly increases the chance of
BPA exposure.
BPA is a low toxic chemical. The half lethal dose (LD50) of rats through the mouth
was 3250 mg kg-1. Inhalation exposure LD50 was 0.02%. And the oral LD50 in mice
was 2400 mg kg-1 119, 120. In the daily production and life, BPA can enter human
body through the skin and respiratory tract. BPA are moderate irritation to skin,
respiratory tract, enteron and cornea. It was reported that the maximum daily intake
of BPA was 1 μg kg-1 for a man or woman121.
Under certain environmental pollution conditions, BPA exposure interferes with a
variety of biological endocrine function. It may result in a decline in all sorts of
biological reproductive functions122, genital tumors123, lowered immunity124. It
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could also cause various reproductive abnormalities125, disrupt the normal human
body endocrine function126, affect wildlife safety127, and threating to human
health128. Therefore, BPA has been blacklisted with several EU countries, restricting
the use of the related products on some baby items129. In order to make better use
of the compound, to study the toxicological effects and its mechanism of action of
BPA have the vital significance.
1.5.1 Toxicological effects of BPA
BPA can affect the endocrine system, estrogen receptor (ER) mediated pathway,
antagonism androgen receptors (AR) mediated pathways and enzymes within the
organization to disrupt the body's normal functions.
BPA had effects on the endocrine system. BPA could combine with E2 to compete
with sex hormone-binding protein in plasma. It resulted in displacement of
endogenous hormones, increasing the plasma concentrations of free T and E2130.
BPA could also take effect on the nervous tissue. It disrupted the synthesis, secretion
and release of pituitary hormone in the physiological targeted organs via the
hypothalamus-hypophysis-gonadal axis131. It was reported that BPA could be
derived for a number of halogenated aromatic hydrocarbon metabolites, which
suppressed the sulfuric acid salinization of E2 by estrogen sulfo transferase,
resulting in a dramatic increase of E2 concentration in some tissues132. Kester M H
found that pregnant SD rats infected with BPA significantly reduced the plasma
levels of luteinizing hormone (LH) in offspring of rats, which stimulated the
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formation of female corpus luteum and secretion of male testosterone synthesis133.
BPA could combine to the anterior lobe and posterior lobe with ER in F344 rats, to
increase the regulatory factor activity of posterior lobe cells PRL and to promote
anterior lobe cells proliferation by estrogen response element (ERE) regulating
prolactin (PRL) transcription134.
BPA had effects on male morphological characters. BPA has damage effects on the
male reproductive system and fertility. Different BPA dose exposure could lead to
different reproductive toxicity. Some studies have found that the influence of low
dose of BPA on the testicular weight was greater than high dose122. An example was
that adult rats exposed to 750 ppm [50 mg (kg · d)-1] of BPA through the mouth did
not show adverse reproductive effects. But when the doses decreased to 50 μg d-1,
sperm activity rate was lower and deformity rate increased135.
BPA has potential embryo toxicity and genetic toxicity. Animals reproductive
assessment by continuous breeding (RACB) confirmed that BPA showed effects on
reproductive function of F1 generation, leading to significantly reducing of
epididymis and seminal vesicle weight136. And rats exposed to 139 mg (kg·d)-1 BPA
caused morphological changes of testicular tissue and concentrations decrease of
the plasma free testosterone137.
BPA had effects on genetic material. It was reported that after treated human embryo
liver cells with BPA, the comet test showed that BPA had DNA oxidative damage
effect (p < 0.05) even in very low dose (10 μmol L-1)138. And as the dose increased,
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the DNA damage effect also increased. A variety of enzymes involved in DNA
damage repair were activated. The effect was slowed down when the cells were
treated with vitamin C139.
BPA had effects on immune system. BPA can affect non-specific immune defense
system of host. Female BALB/c mice (four weeks) were subcutaneously injected
with 5 mg (kg Bw)-1 BPA for five days consecutively. The results showed that not
only the numbers of mice spleen T cells, B cells and macrophages decreased
significantly, but also the migration and accumulation of lymphocytes and
macrophages were inhibited in the infected area140. BPA exposure also reduced the
serum levels of interleukin-6 (IL-6) and the activity of neutrophils, which led to
weakening of the body nonspecific immune defenses141.
1.5.2 Metabolomic studies on BPA exposure
It has been reported that BPA exhibited hormone-like properties. It may alter
hormone regulation even in very low-dose exposure142. The adverse effects of BPA
exposure were shown to cause female precocious puberty143, sperm count falling144,
prostatic hyperplasia145, and other diseases. Data showed that BPA had a certain
embryo toxicity and teratogenicity, posing a threat to fetuses and young children146,
147

. Disrupting hormone metabolism by BPA increased risks of ovarian cancer,

prostate cancer, leukemia and other cancers in animal models148.
Besides, some studies have linked the nearly ubiquitous environmental contaminant
exposure to metabolic disorders. Skin mucus-based metabolomics of the BPA
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exposed fathead minnow showed a statistically significant bias with regard to sex
by analyzing 72 of the detected metabolites149. The phenomenon of gender
differences also occurred in marine ecotoxicology such as male and female mussel,
which presented different sensitive to BPA exposures150. In rats, BPA induced DNA
methylation damage and broad protein degradation, and elevated the levels of
deleterious metabolites in choline pathway151. In another paper, the authors found
that BPA altered testicular n-6 fatty acid composition and decreased antioxidant
enzyme levels152. The relationship of bisphenol A and human health has been well
reviewed by Johanna R. Rochester in 2013153.
The toxic effects of BPA have been reported to contribute to amino acids, organic
acids and neuro-transmitters, as well as cis-diol-containing metabolites such like
galacturonic acid, cytidine monophosphate, 7,8-dihydrobiopterin, and so on154, 155.
However, only several cis-diol compounds were mentioned in just a few articles.
There were no papers describing the effects of BPA on the profiling of cis-diol
metabolites. That may be because these metabolites were not readily detected due
to their low abundance, high polarity and serious matrix interferences in biological
samples. These characteristics made them poor separation on reverse phase column,
serious ionic interference and low sensitivity of mass spectrometric detection.
These factors have posed a grave challenge to the determination of cis-diol
metabolites.
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BPA, the environmental estrogen compound, is widespread in the ecological
environment. Because of the long period of incubation and frequent high-level
contact, it had become a kind of environmental pollutants harm to people. It has
come to be a hot research area in the environmental research field. The influence of
BPA differed in biological species, exposure dose and contact models156. The
mechanism, sphere, proceed and effects of this compound were variety and still not
very clear157. Especially, few studies were reported its effects on the key
endogenous metabolites, such as nucleosides, nucleotides, sugars and other active
small molecular metabolites. Therefore, it is necessary to perform some research
on this aspect to further understand the environmental impact and new mechanism
of BPA exposure. The findings could have substantial implications for establishing
effective prevention system to against toxic effects of BPA. This may be an
important topic related to environmental protection and peoples' health.
1.6 Objectives
Due to the great importance of cis-diol-containing metabolites, determination of
these compounds provides valuable information for understanding their function in
cellular physical activities. However, there are many challenges for the detection of
these metabolites. Firstly, because of complex sample components, especially in
biological samples, serious matrix interferences greatly suppress the signals of
targeted compounds. Secondly, due to the presence of polar cis-diol groups, these
compounds are poorly retained on reversed-phase columns. In addition, some of the
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compounds are at low concentrations, meaning that selective separation and
enrichment are necessary. Although different strategies have been proposed to settle
these problems, there remain some bottlenecks to determine these compounds, such
as low recoveries, laborious and time-consuming, high cost, modification of the
instrument, and so on. These situations limit the applicability of these methods.
Therefore, to deal with these problems, efficient sample pre-treatment, completely
chromatographic separation and high sensitive, high selective detections
technologies are necessary for analysis of cis-diol-containing metabolites.
Compounds containing cis-diol groups can react with acetone or dimethyl ketal to
form acetonides (isopropylidene ketal). The polarity of acetonides is much smaller
than the substrates. Therefore, this reaction has been used as a derivatization
method for the analysis of carbohydrates by GC158. Nucleosides containing cis-diol
groups can also react with acetone to form isopropylidene-nucleosides. The reaction
has a wide range of applications to protect group of cis-diol for synthesis of
nucleoside derivatives in organic synthesis159. However, there has not yet been
reported that the reaction was applied for the identification and quantification of
nucleosides or nucleotides by LC-MS. Therefore, in this work, a derivatization
method based on the reaction would be established. Following the optimization and
validation of the method, identification of nucleosides, nucleotides or carbohydrates
were performed by using LC-MS. The aim of the work was to establish a practical,
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fast and effective method for identification of cis-diol-containing metabolites, and
to apply these methods to study real-world biological samples.
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Chapter 2 Development and validation of a chemical derivatization method
for cis-diol-containing metabolite detection by using liquid chromatographymass spectrometry
2.1 Introduction
Ketal formed by reacting cis-diol compounds with acetone is known as acetonide
or isopropylidene ketal. To form acetonide is one of the most common protecting
approach for cis-diol compounds in organic chemistry. The most economical and
convenient synthesis method to generate acetonide is through the reaction of
anhydrous acetone and cis-diol compounds. Catalysts are necessary for the
reactions. The most commonly used catalysts include protic acids, such as sulfuric
acid (H2SO4)160, perchloric acid (HClO4)161, p-toluenesulfonic acid (PTSA or pTsOH)162, camphorsulfonic acid (CSA)163 and pyridinium p-toluenesulfonate
(PPTS)164, as well as Lewis acids, for example, FeCl3165, SnCl2166, CuSO4167, and
ZnCl2168. The reaction products can be dissolved in acetone, so no extra solvents
are needed.
The reaction of using acetone to protect cis-diol has a wide range of applications in
organic synthesis. It has been widely used in the carbohydrate chemistry to
selectively mask different hydroxyl groups169,
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. It was used to prepare 2,2-

disubstituted and 2-monosubstituted 1,3-benzodioxoles171. The reaction could
achieve quantitative yield in protecting the catechol residue of 3,4dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA) derivative as an acetonide172. For example,
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suspended 6 g uridine in 359 mL of dry acetone and used 1.5 mL conc. H2SO4 as
catalyst. After reacting for 2 h at room temperature, a white solid was obtained. The
reaction yield was 86%173. The reaction was also used to protect the cis-diol groups
of nucleosides before they were modified to other compounds159, 174.
The reaction of acetone and cis-diol belongs to nucleophilic addition reaction. A
possible reaction mechanism is that acetone reacts with one hydroxyl of cis-diol to
give hemiketal, and then the hemiketal reacts with another hydroxyl of cis-diol to
form ketal. The overall reaction is that a molecule of acetone reacts with a molecule
of cis-diol to generate a molecule of ketal and to lose a molecule of water. The
reaction process is shown in Figure 2.1. First, carbonyl is combined with hydrogen
ion of the catalyst to form oxonium ion (α) to increase the electrophile of carbon
atom of the carbonyl. After the addition reaction of α with one hydroxyl of cis-diol
compound, the hydrogen ion is lost from the intermediate to form an unstable
hemiketal β. The hydrogen ion combines with β to form oxonium ion again.
Intermediate γ, the product of oxonium ion losing water, takes nucleophilic addition
reaction with another hydroxyl of the cis-diol compound. And then the hydrogen
ion is removed. Finally, the product of acetone reacted with cis-diol, which is called
acetonide or ketal, is generated δ.
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Figure 2.1 Reaction mechanism of cis-diol compounds with acetone to form ketal.

The reactions are reversible. Hemiketal is unstable in an acidic or alkaline solution.
Ketal is also unstable in a strong acidic solution, but it is stable to alkalis and
oxidants. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure the reaction system is at the presence
of acidic catalyst and water-free. However, the reaction of acetone with the cis-diol
could form water, which makes the reversible reaction move backward. Thus, it
needs to minimize the content of water in the system during the reaction, in order
to drive the equilibrium reaction forward and increase the yield of the acetonide.
Based on the reaction mechanism, it can be speculated that the yield of reaction is
affected by various factors, including kinds of catalyst, concentration of the catalyst,
ratio of reactants, reaction temperature and reaction time. In this chapter, therefore,
optimization was carried out to determine how these factors influenced the reaction
yield. The arm was to find out the optimal reaction conditions for the derivatization
of cis-diol-containing metabolites.
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2.2 Material and methods
2.2.1 Chemicals
Nucleosides were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA), including
guanosine (≥ 98%, G), adenosine (≥ 99%, A), cytidine (≥ 99%, C) and uridine (≥
99%, U). Acids which were used as catalysts included concentrated sulfuric acid
(98% H2SO4, Aladdin Industrial Inc, Shanghai, China), p-Toluenesulfonic acid
monohydrate (p-TsOH, Aladdin Industrial Inc, Shanghai, China), and 70%
perchloric acid (HClO4, Sigma-Aldrich). HPLC grade methanol was obtained from
Merck (Dermstadt, Germany). Water was purified by using a Milli-Q system
(Millipore, Milford, MA). Formic acid (HPLC grade) was also purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich.
2.2.2 Optimization of derivatization conditions
According to previous reports, three different catalysts, i.e., 98% H2SO4, p-TsOH
and 70% HClO4, were chosen to compare their effects on the reaction. The reaction
was hold for 2 h at 0 oC. Then saturated K2CO3 solution was added to neutralize the
acids. The precipitate was removed by centrifugation. Supernatant was dried with
nitrogen flow. The obtained residue was dissolved with methanol/water (1:1, V/V),
and diluted to 100 µg mL-1. The products were detected by using UPLC-PDA at
260 nm.
To compare the effects of concentration of the catalyst on the reaction efficiency,
70% HClO4 was added to the reaction system at the concentration of 0.01%, 0.25%,
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0.50%, 1.00%, 2.50% and 5.00% (percentage compared to acetone volume),
respectively. The amount of acetone was 200 µL. The reaction temperature was 0
o

C. The reaction time was 2 h. The treatment of reaction products was the same as

mentioned above.
In order to compare the influence of different temperature on the reaction efficiency,
the reaction underwent at four temperatures, i.e., 20, 4, 0 and -20 oC. In the reaction
system, 70% HClO4 was used as catalyst at the concentration of 1.00%. The amount
of acetone was 200 µL. The reaction time was 2 h. The treatment of reaction
products was the same as mentioned above.
Different mole ratios of G and acetone, including 1:195, 1:390, 1:585, 1:780, 1:975,
1:1170 and 1:1365 were compared to determine the influence of reactant ratio on
the reaction efficiency. The concentration of catalyst (70% HClO4) was 1.00%. The
reaction time was 2 h. The reaction temperature was -20 oC. The treatment of
reaction products was the same as mentioned above.
To determine the reaction time, the ratio of acetone and G was set at 1:585 in the
reaction system. 1.00% of catalyst (70% HClO4) was added. The reaction
temperature was -20 oC. 50 µL reaction mixture was sampled at the following pointin-time: 1 min, 2 min, 5 min, 10 min, 15 min, 30 min, 60 min, 120 min, 180 min,
240 min, 360 min and 480 min. The treatment of reaction products was the same as
mentioned above.
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The applicability of the reaction conditions was determined by extending the
reaction to other nucleosides. Four nucleosides, A (1.23 mg), G (1.18 mg), U (1.15
mg) and C (1.33 mg), were mixed together. 734 µL acetone and 7.34 µL 70%
HClO4, were added. The reaction was held for 30 min at -20 oC. The processing of
reaction products was the same as mentioned above.
2.2.3 Sample preparation
To validate the method, real human urine samples were used to perform
derivatization. 100 µL urine sample was dried with vacuum freeze drying
technology. Acetone (600 µL) containing internal standard (IS 50 ng mL-1) was
added to the residue in combination with 6 µL HClO4 (70%). The mixture was
vigorous vortex for 30 s and set aside at -20 oC for 30 min. And then, the acid was
neutralized with 12 µL saturated K2CO3 solution. The suspension was centrifuged
at 12,000 × g for 10 min at 4 ◦C to remove the precipitation. The supernatant was
dried with a stream of nitrogen. The residue was reconstituted with 100 µL
methanol/water (5:95, v/v). The solution was centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 10 min
at 4 ◦C and the supernatant was used for LC-MS/MS analysis (Figure 2.2).
As a control, methanol/water (3:1, 600 µL) containing internal standard (IS 50 ng
mL-1) was added to the residue of vacuum freeze-dried urine (100 µL). After
vigorous vortex for 30 s, the mixture was set aside for 30 min at -20 oC. And then
it was centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 10 min at 4 ◦C to remove the precipitation. The
supernatant was dried with a stream of nitrogen. The residue was reconstituted with
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100 µL methanol/water (5:95, v/v). The solution was centrifuged at 12,000 × g for
10 min at 4 ◦C and the supernatant was used for LC-MS/MS analysis.

Figure 2.2 Flow chart of sample preparation.

2.2.4 Ultra-performance liquid chromatography
An AcquityTM Ultra-performance liquid chromatography (UPLC) system coupled
to PDA or TQ detector (Waters Corporation, MA, USA) was used to perform the
analysis. A Waters AcquityTM BEH phenyl column (100 mm × 2.1 mm, 1.7 µm)
was employed for chromatographic separation. The mobile phases were water
containing 0.05% formic acid (A) and methanol (B). Linearity gradient elution
began at 5% B, then increased to 20% within 2 min, then to 35% within 8 min, then
to 95% within 4 min and held for 1 min, then returned to 5%. Total running time
was 20 min. The flow rate was 0.30 mL min-1. The column temperature was set at
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35 ◦C for all analyses. Injection volume was 10 µL. For optimization, PDA detector
was set at 260 nm. For method validation, a Triple Quadrupole Detector was used.
2.2.5 Mass spectrometry
A Triple Quadrupole Detector (Waters, Manchester, UK) equipped with an ESI
source was employed to determine the derivative nucleosides in urine. Data was
acquired in the positive ionized mode and multiple reaction monitoring (MRM)
scanning mode. Capillary voltage was 3.00 kV. Ion source temperature was 110 ◦C
and desolvation gas temperature was 450 ◦C. Desolvation gas flow was 1000 L h-1.
Cone gas flow was 150 L h-1. Dwell time was 0.1 s. The ion transitions for MRM
was in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Ion transitions for MRM scan of nucleoside derivatives in urine.

Name

Abbreviation

Cone

Collision Parent

Daught

(V)

Energy

ion

er ions

Formula

Adenosine +
A + Ace

C13H17N5O4

25

15

308

136

G + Ace

C13H17N5O5

20

9

324

152

U + Ace

C12H16N2O6

20

7

285

113

C + Ace

C12H17N3O5

20

9

284

112

Acetone
Guanosine +
Acetone
Uridine +
Acetone
Cytidine +

35

Acetone
Guanosine +
G + Ace-d6

C13H11D6N5O5

20

9

330

152

Acetone-d6

2.2.6 Preparation of standard solutions and QC samples
The 10 mg mL-1 stock solutions of A, G, U and C were prepared in deionized water.
All stock solutions were kept at -20 oC until they were used. The stock solutions
were diluted to the concentration range of 0.5-2500 ng mL-1 (0.5, 5, 10, 50, 100,
500, 1000 and 2500 ng mL-1) with PBS (pH 7.4) containing 0.5% bovine serum
albumin (BSA) as matrix to form working solutions. The working solutions were
derivate with acetone as described in Sample preparation. Working solutions at
three concentration levels (5.00, 50.0 and 500 ng mL-1) were used as quality control
(QC) samples.
2.2.7 Validation of the method
Calibration of the method was performed by analyzing the derivate working
solutions in at least triplicate runs. Calibration curves were established by plotting
the peak-area ratios of the target compound/IS versus concentrations of the working
solutions. A linear least-squares regression was used to evaluate the linearity of the
assay. The limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) of this
method were defined as the concentration where the signal-to-noise ratio of one
peak was 3 and 10, respectively. They were experimentally measured by diluting
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the working solution to appropriate concentration
Accuracy and precision of the assay were determined with QC samples at levels of
5.00, 50.0 and 500 ng mL-1 in five replicate runs. The assay accuracy was expressed
as relative error (RE%). The precision was evaluated by using relative standard
deviation (RSD). Extraction recoveries of the four nucleosides in urine were
evaluated by adding three levels of A, G, U and C to 100 µL urine samples (n = 5).
Stability of four nucleoside derivatives was evaluated by analyzing the QC samples
at three concentrations (5.00, 50.0 and 500 ng mL-1) in five replicate runs. The intraday stability was performed by using the QC samples with a four-hour interval in
the same day. And inter-day stability was determined after the QC samples were
stored at -20 oC for 72 h.
2.2.8 Data analysis
All statistical analysis was performed by using OriginPro 9.0 (OriginLab, MA).
Average, standard deviation and relative standard deviation were calculated for the
parallel experiments. The figures were plotted by using OriginPro software. The
reaction efficiency was evaluated by comparing the peak area percentage of
products in the sum of the area of guanosine and products.
2.3 Results and discussion
2.3.1 Selection of catalyst
Catalysts are necessary to convert cis-diol compounds into acetonides. Commonly
used catalysts are proton acids and Lewis acids. Lewis acids contain metal ions, and
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the residual of the ions has bad effects on mass spectrometry. Therefore, Lewis
acids were not used in this experiment. Commonly used proton acids include 98%
H2SO4, p-TsOH and 70% HClO4175-177. All the three kinds of catalysts could
catalyze the reaction of cis-diol compounds with acetone. But when 98% H2SO4 or
p-TsOH was used, reactants would form caking. And it needed a long time and
violently rocking to make the caking be dissolved completely178. But when the
catalyst was 70% HClO4, reactants could be completely dissolved in a half minutes.
The reaction finished fast by using this acid. Therefore, 70% HClO4 was chosen as
catalysts in the experiment.
2.3.2 Effects of concentration of the catalyst on the reaction efficiency
To evaluate the effect of catalyst concentration on the reaction efficiency, different
concentration of 70% HClO4 (0.01%, 0.25%, 0.50%, 1.00%, 2.50% and 5.00%,
respectively) was added to the reaction system of G and acetone. The results were
shown in Figure 2.3. When the catalyst was at low concentration (0.10%), the
percentage of the product was about 86%. When the volume ratios of HClO4 and
acetone were 0.25%, 0.50% and 1.00%, the percentages were more than 97%. It
means that as the content of catalyst rose, the percentage of the product increased.
The highest point appeared at 1.00%. However, the percentages dipped down to
95.70% and 92.15% when the ratios rose to 2.50% and 5.00%. This was due to the
amount of water following the catalyst into the reaction system was too large to
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inhibit the reaction to the positive direction, resulting in the decrease of reaction
yield.

Figure 2.3 Effects of concentrations of catalyst on the peak area percentage of
products.

2.3.3 Effects of reaction temperature on the reaction efficiency
In order to evaluate the influence of temperature on the reaction efficiency, G was
used to react with acetone at temperature that could easily reach in the lab, i.e., 20,
4, 0 and -20 oC, respectively. The peak area percentages of products at the different
temperature showed that the content of G in the reaction system fell off as the
temperature decreased (Figure 2.4). Oppositely, the production yields increased.
The percentage was only 86.2% at 20 oC, but it rose to 98.5% when the temperature
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was down to -20 oC. This suggests that low temperature was favorable for the
reaction. In addition, biological samples stored at low temperature could protect
them from degradation. This was a very important factor that had to consider for
biological sample analysis. Therefore, the temperature chosen for the derivatization
was -20 oC.

Figure 2.4 Effects of temperature on the reaction efficiency.
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2.3.4 Effects of reaction time on the reaction efficiency
As mentioned above, when 70% HClO4 was used as catalyst, the reactants could
quickly dissolve in acetone. Results of sampling at different reaction time proved
that the reaction speed was really fast (Figure 2.5). About 97% of reactants had
transformed into products in the first one minute. With the extension of time, the
production rate showed a slight increase, but the change was not obvious. It means
that the reaction was relatively easy to reach the balance under these conditions.
Because there were many kinds of cis-diol compounds in biological samples, in
order to ensure that all the compounds were completely reacted with acetone, the
reaction time was set for 30 min.

Figure 2.5 Effects of reaction time on the reaction efficiency.
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2.3.5 Effects of reactant ratio on the reaction efficiency
Acetone was both reactant and solvent in the reaction. The change of its volume
had obvious effect on reaction efficiency. When the ratio of G and acetone was
1:195, the peak area percentage of products was only 91.75% (Table 2.2). When
the ratio is equal to or greater than 1:390, the percentages were more than 98%,
even to 99%. The experimental phenomena were related to the concentration of
water in the reaction system. When the dosage of acetone was small, the
concentration of water in the catalyst and generated by the reaction was large. It
forced the equilibrium reaction to move to the left, resulting in the decrease of peak
area percentage. When the volume of acetone was large enough, the influence of
water was small. Its impact on the production rate was very weak. According to the
results, when the ratio of G and acetone was 1:585, the reaction could give the
highest percentage (99.05%). However, the content of cis-diol compounds in real
samples was unknown and the matrix of biological samples was complex, which
were likely to be influential to the reaction. Therefore, the amount of acetone used
in the real samples was still needed further experimental confirmation.
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Table 2.2 Effects of reactant ratio on the reaction efficiency.
Mole ratio of

Peak area percentage of product (%)
Mean ±SD (%)

Reactant

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

1:195

91.75

91.13

93.15

92.01 ±0.84

1:390

99.00

98.60

98.82

98.81 ±0.16

1:585

99.01

98.96

99.17

99.05 ±0.09

1:780

98.48

97.08

97.19

97.58 ±0.64

1:975

98.55

98.64

97.37

98.19 ±0.58

1:1170

98.74

98.60

97.94

98.43 ±0.35

1:1365

98.02

99.11

98.57

98.57 ±0.44

2.3.6 Applicability of the derivatization method to other nucleosides
The reaction conditions for G and acetone had been optimized. More than 95% of
G could be converted into acetonide when the ratio of G and acetone was 1:585,
with 1.00% of HClO4 (70%) as catalyst and reacting for 30 min at -20 oC (Figure
2.6). This results showed that such reaction conditions were appropriate for G.
However, due to a wide variety of modified nucleosides in biological samples,
applicability of the derivatization method to other nucleoside was still needed to be
confirmed. Because all the modified nucleosides were based on A, G, U and C, thus,
the four nucleotides would be used to examine whether the derivatization method
was practical. Chromatograms of products showed that all the 4 nucleosides could
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react with acetone (Figure 2.7). All the peak area percentages were higher than 95%.
It means that the derivatization method was applicable to other nucleosides.

Figure 2.6 The optimized reaction conditions for nucleosides and acetone.

Figure 2.7 Chromatograms of products of A, G, U and C reacted with acetone. Ace:
acetone.
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2.3.7 Optimization of derivatization reaction conditions with urine samples
In the process of optimization of derivatization reaction conditions, it was found
that the amount of acetone had important influence on reaction results. Though the
ratio of acetone and standard have been determined, the ratio of acetone and urine
samples was still necessary to be further confirmed. Following the approach
described above, 100 µL urine sample was reacted with 300, 400, 500, 600, 700
and 800 µL acetone, respectively. The reaction products were analyzed by using
LC-MS/MS. By comparing the peak area of acetonides of A, G, U and C, it was
found that the content of the four compounds was the highest with the ratio of 1:6
(Figure 2.8). It implied that nucleosides in urine could adequately react with acetone
under the proportion. Therefore, in the subsequent experiments, the ratio of urine
and acetone was set as 1:6.
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Figure 2.8 Effects of ratio of urine and acetone on the peak area of acetonides of A,
G, U and C. A+Ace: acetonides of adenosine; G+Ace: acetonides of guanosine;
U+Ace: acetonides of uridine; C+Ace: acetonides of cytidine.

2.3.8 Specificity
A good chromatographic separation was the basis of accurate identification and
quantification. Urine samples contained more than 3,000 compounds, which
included many isomers. The complex components made the separation very
important for the determination of specific compounds in urine. Figure 2.9 showed
the chromatograms of four nucleosides (A, G, U and C) and their acetonides with
direct analysis (Figure 2.9A) and derivatization (Figure 2.9B). Results showed that
peak separation in Figure 2.9B was much better than that in Figure 2.9A. For
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example, only one peak was detected with the ion transition 244>112 (compound
C) when urine samples were analyzed directly. The retention time of the peak was
1.04 min. It was very close to the dead time and the matrix effects were very serious.
These factors may impact the accuracy and reliability of the results. After reacted
with acetone, the ion transition of the compound became 284>112. Four peaks were
detected with the ion transition and all peaks were baseline separation. The retention
time increased to 3-5 min which alleviated the matrix effects. It means that better
separation was achieved with the derivatization method for sample preparation. The
results showed that direct analysis could not accurately determine the content of the
four nucleosides. But the derivatization method could overcome the problem.
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Figure 2.9 Extracted ion chromatograms of nucleosides (A) and their acetonides (B)
in urine samples.

2.3.9 Validation of the derivatization method
Further, the method was validated through quantitative analysis of four normal
nucleosides. In the linearity study, the calibration curves of four acetonides were
linear in the range of 1.00-1000 ng mL-1. All the correlation coefficients for the
analyte were greater than 0.9997 (Table 2.2), which indicated good linearity. The
LOD of this method ranged from 0.026 to 0.16 ng mL-1 and LOQ from 0.089 to
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0.55 ng mL-1. The results demonstrated that the method was sensitive enough for
nucleoside detection in urine samples. The accuracy and precision results of intraday and inter-day analyses were listed in Table 2.3. The accuracy was in the range
of -4.7% to 2.1%. The precision was less than 2.2% for intra-day and 2.9% for interday analysis. The recoveries of the four acetonides were ranged from 92.9% to
103.5%. The results indicated that the assay was reproducible and the products of
urine reacted with acetone were very stable during the analysis. It demonstrated that
the method was robust and could be employed to determine other nucleosides in
urine samples.

Table 2.3 Linearity, LOQ, LOD and recovery of the derivatization method.
Recovery
Correlation

LOQ

LOD

Compound

Mean
coefficient (r2) (ng mL-1)

(ng mL-1)

a

-1

c1 (ng mL )

RSD (%)
(%)

A + Ace

G + Ace

0.9998

0.9998

0.12

0.089

0.034

0.026
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120.0

96.6

6.3

150.0

94.6

3.7

180.0

97.5

6.5

24.00

97.3

4.7

30.00

92.9

3.5

36.00

95.4

3.4

U + Ace

C + Ace

a

0.9997

0.9997

0.55

0.13

0.16

0.037

40.00

97.5

4.7

50.00

97.3

6.2

60.00

94.7

4.5

48.00

101.5

3.1

60.00

97.2

1.9

72.00

103.5

2.8

c3: Final concentration of adding standards for recovery evaluation.

Table 2.4 Stability of the derivatization method.
Intra-day

Inter-day

Compound

A + Ace

G + Ace

U + Ace

c1a (ng mL-1)

REb (%)

RSDc (%)

c2a (ng mL-1)

RE (%)

RSD (%)

5.000

-1.1

2.1

5.000

1.7

2.9

50.00

1.2

1.1

50.00

-2.9

1.2

500.0

-1.6

1.2

500.0

-3.2

2.7

5.000

-1.9

2.2

5.000

-2.5

2.0

50.00

0.20

1.6

50.00

2.1

1.5

500.0

-2.5

2.1

500.0

-3.0

2.1

5.000

0.17

1.8

5.000

1.0

1.2

50

C + Ace

50.00

-1.1

2.0

50.00

-0.8

1.7

500.0

-3.9

1.1

500.0

-0.8

1.8

5.000

-2.7

2.1

5.000

-3.2

1.6

50.00

-1.0

2.0

50.00

-2.7

1.4

500.0

-3.8

1.3

500.0

-4.7

1.3

a

c1 and c2: Concentration of QC samples for accuracy and precision evaluation.

b

RE: relative error. RE (%) = (O - T)/T х 100. O, observed value; T, true value.

c

RSD: relative standard deviation.

2.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the factors that affected the derivatization reaction, including
catalyst, reaction temperature, reaction time and ratios of reactants, were
investigated. The optimal reaction conditions were that the mole ratio of G and
acetone should be 1:585, with 1.00% of HClO4 (70%) as catalyst and reacting for
30 min at -20 oC. Under the conditions, the peak area percentages of products could
exceed 95%. At the same time, the applicability of the derivative method was
investigated by detecting products of mixture of A, G, U and C reacted with acetone.
In addition, a quantification method was developed and validated to detect four
acetonides of urinary nucleosides by using LC-MS/MS. The separation was
improved dramatically with the derivatization method, comparing to directly
analysis. The validation experiments showed that the averages of the correlation
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coefficients for the four acetonides were greater than 0.9960, which indicated good
linearity. The LOD of this method ranged from 0.01 to 0.15 ng mL-1 and LOQ from
0.02 to 0.63 ng mL-1. The accuracy (RE%) was excellent with a range of -4.82% to
9.41%. The precision (RSD) was less than 4.68% for intra-day and inter-day
analysis. The recoveries were ranged from 80.78% to 128.58%. The results
indicated that the assay was reproducible and the products of urine reacted with
acetone were stable during the analysis. The method could be used for the detection
of all kinds of nucleosides. It was potentially useful for the analysis of modified
nucleosides and other cis-diol-containing metabolites in biological samples.
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Chapter 3 A novel method of liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry
combined with chemical derivatization to study urinary ribonucleosides in
hepatocellular carcinoma mice
3.1 Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a primary malignancy of the liver. It is now the
third leading causes of cancer-related death worldwide179. Over 500,000 people are
affected by the disease. Each year, approximately 564,000 new cases are diagnosed,
including 398,000 men and 166,000 women180. The commonly used and effective
treatment method of the disease is to remove the tumors by surgical removal at the
early stage. Unfortunately, limited to lack of specific clinical manifestations and
detection means, early stage HCC is usually not easy to be noticeable. Therefore, a
large number of HCC patients are not eligible for surgical intervention timely,
leading to poor prognosis181. So, biomarkers are strongly essential for the diagnosis
of HCC at early stages. Alpha fetal protein (AFP) is now the most specific
biomarker for diagnosis of HCC. But the method still has false positive and false
negative possibility. The AFP of serum was less than 20 μg L-1 in 30% HCC patients,
which might not be considered as HCC positive182. Therefore, it is essential to find
new biomarkers for HCC diagnosis to make up the existing approaches the
insufficiency.
Ribonucleic acid (RNA) molecules play an important regulatory role in cell biology.
RNA copies the genetic information from deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), and then
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translates them into proteins. After completing its assigned tasks, RNA is
catabolized to nucleoside level. The main composition of these end products are
unmodified ribonucleosides, namely adenosine (A), guanosine (G), urine (U) and
cytidine (C), which are recycled to synthesize new RNA again. However, the
modified ribonucleosides that cannot be catalyzed by the phosphorylases are
excreted from the cell into the urine.
The levels of urinary ribonucleosides were fairly constant in normal healthy
individuals with little difference183. The excretion of ribonucleosides was not
affected by age and diet51. But elevated levels of ribonucleosides were observed in
patients with physical illness, such as urogenital cancer72,
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, hepatocellular

carcinoma74, 75, breast cancer184, acquired immunodeficiency diseases (AIDS)80, 81
and severe combined immunodeficiency diseases (SCID)82. Therefore, the levels of
urinary ribonucleosides could be considered as a signal of disease status, especially
as potential biomarkers for cancer diagnosis. Ribonucleosides have also been used
for HCC diagnosis. Pseudouridine (Pseu) was considered as an important clinical
detection index in HCC screening185. Some papers have reported high level of Pseu
in HCC patients comparing to health controls186, 187. Except for Pseu, some other
modified nucleosides have also been reported that they were affected by HCC74.
Though the mechanism of nucleosides alteration in cancer patient urine remains
unclear, the significant change of these compounds has aroused public attention for
HCC diagnosis.
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Many methods have been developed for the analysis of urinary ribonucleosides.
The early used methods included high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
coupled with UV detector84 and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)95.
The currently favored methods were chromatography or capillary electrophoresis
coupled with mass spectrometry (MS)104, 188, 189. Although MS was more specific
and sensitive than UV detector, the extraction and enrichment methods were still
necessary for the analysis of ribonucleosides due to the complex components of
biological samples and low abundance of ribonucleosides. For example, on-line
extraction was performed by connecting a pre-column and an analytical column via
a six-way switching valve64. For off-line extraction, solid phase extraction (SPE)
was the most common pretreatment approach for ribonucleosides102, 190. The SPE
methods could pre-concentrate ribonucleosides but their specificity was poor.
Affinity adsorbent approaches based on boronate materials could selectively
capture compounds with cis-diol groups for the pretreatment of ribonucleosides.
SPE packed column112, 191 and magnetic nanoparticles192 binding boronate groups
have been used for the selective enrichment of modified ribonucleosides. These
methods have good specificity for extraction of group of ribonucleosides. However,
the subsequent separation and determination of intact ribonucleosides, especially
the isomers, on reversed-phase LC were often challenging due to their extremely
high polarity. Therefore, it is necessary to develop new methods for the
determination of these metabolites.
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Compounds containing cis-diol groups can react with acetone to form acetonides
(isopropylidene ketal). The volatility of acetonides is much higher than the
substrates. Therefore, this reaction has been used as a derivatization method for the
analysis of carbohydrates by using GC158,
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. As described in the last chapter,

nucleosides containing cis-diol groups could also react with acetone to form
isopropylidene-ribonucleosides, which has been applied to protect group of cis-diol
in organic synthesis159. However, the application of this specific reaction for the
determination of ribonucleosides has not yet been reported. In addition, in the
analysis of metabolites, it was a challenge to determine the structure of unknown
compounds, especially isomers. Using isotope to selectively label target metabolites
could effectively improve the accuracy of structure identification.
In this work, a derivatization method based on the reaction of ribonucleosides with
acetone was established for urinary ribonucleosides analysis by liquid
chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS). The specificity of detection was
achieved from the use of acetone-d6 to label the target compounds. Multivariate
statistical analysis method was applied for aided identification of ribonucleosides.
And the method would be used to evaluate the urinary ribonucleosides in nude mice
bearing HCC xenografts.
3.2 Material and methods
3.2.1 Chemicals
Ribonucleosides were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA),
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including guanosine (≥ 98%, G), adenosine (≥ 99%, A), cytidine (≥ 99%, C) and
uridine (≥ 99%, U). 8-Chloroguanosine (8ClG, internal standard, IS) was purchased
from Carbosynth (Berkshire, UK). Hexadeuteroacetone (99.9 atom % D, acetoned6), formic acid (HPLC grade) and 70% perchloric acid (HClO4) were also
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. HPLC grade methanol and acetone were obtained
from Merck (Dermstadt, Germany). Acetone was used directly without further
drying process. Water was purified by using a Milli-Q system (Millipore, Milford,
MA).
3.2.2 Cell culture
HepG2, a human hepatocellular carcinoma cell line, were obtained from Type
Culture Collection of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai. They were cultured
in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS), 100 μg mL-1 streptomycin sulfate, and 100 unit/mL penicillin. The
humidified incubator maintained with 5% CO2 and 37 °C. Cells in logarithmic
growth (85% confluence) were enzymolysis with 0.25% trypsin and washed with
phosphate buffer saline (PBS) twice. Then the cells were centrifuged at 100 × g for
5 min. The pellet was resuspended in PBS (2.5 × 107 mL−1) and injected into nude
mice.
3.2.3 Animal models
Eighteen athymic BALB/c nude mice (6–8 weeks, 20–25 g, males) were used as
model animals. They were purchased from the Center of Laboratory Animal of
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Guangzhou University of Chinese Medicine, China. Mice were housed in a standard
animal facility under SPF conditions with room temperature at 22 ± 2 °C and
relative humidity 50 ± 5%. The mice were provided with food and water ad libitum
for one week to adapt to the raising environment after arrival. Then they were
randomly and equally divided into three groups. The first group was control group.
The second group of mice were injected with HepG2 cells (HCC group). The third
group was also injected with HepG2 cells, but after four weeks, they were treated
with 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) (HCCFU group). HCC and HCCFU groups were
generated by subcutaneous injection of about 5 × 106 HepG2 cells in 0.2 mL
solution. After four weeks, the xenografts reached about 1 cm in diameter. The
HCCFU group was treated with 0.05 mL 5-FU (50 mg mL-1) for five days. A 24hour urine specimen for each mouse was collected for all the groups. The urine
samples were centrifuged to remove suspended particles at 5, 000 × g for 10 min at
4 ℃. The supernatants were stored at -80 ℃ until they were used for analysis.
The samples collected on the last two days were used for analysis. Animal protocols
were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Graduate School at
Shenzhen, Tsinghua University. The animal experiment was performed by Prof.
JIANG Yuyang who was at the Graduate School at Shenzhen, Tsinghua University.
3.2.4 Sample preparation
Quality control (QC) samples were prepared by mixing 200 µL aliquots of each
individual rat urine sample to create a pooled sample. The pooled sample was
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divided into multiple QC samples with 100 µL aliquots volume for each. The
multiple QC samples were used to recognize modified nucleosides in urine. They
were divided into two groups, which were reacted with equal amounts of acetone
and acetone-d6, respectively. The processed procedure of QC samples and each
individual rat sample was the same as described in Chapter 2.
As a control, 600 µL methanol/water (3:1, v/v) was added to the residue of vacuum
freeze-dried QC urine samples (100 µL). After vigorous vortex for 30 s, the mixture
was set aside for 30 min at -20 °C. And then it was centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 10
min at 4 °C to remove the precipitation. The supernatant was dried with a stream of
nitrogen. The residue was reconstituted with 100 µL methanol/water (5:95, v/v).
The solution was centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 5 min at 4 oC and the supernatant
was used for LC-MS/MS analysis.
3.2.5 Ultra-performance liquid chromatography
UPLC coupled with a Waters AcquityTM BEH phenyl column (100 mm × 2.1 mm,
1.7 µm) was employed for chromatographic separation. The mobile phases were
water containing 0.05% formic acid (A) and methanol (B). Linearity gradient
elution increased from 5% B to 20% within 2 min, then to 35% within 8 min,
following increasing to 95% within 4 min and held for 1 min, then returned to 5%.
Total running time was 20 min. The flow rate was 0.30 mL min-1. The column
temperature was set at 35 °C for all analyses. Injection volume was 10 µL.
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3.2.6 Mass spectrometry
A Waters TQ detector (Waters, Manchester, UK) equipped with an electrospray ion
source was employed for qualitative and quantitative analysis. Analyte was ionized
in positive ion mode. Capillary voltage was 3.00 kV. Ion source temperature was
130 °C and desolvation gas temperature was 450 °C. Desolvation gas flow was
1000 L h-1. Cone gas flow was 150 L h-1. Neutral loss scanning was performed to
screening the ribonucleosides in urine samples. Neutral loss was set as 132 u for
samples to be analyzed directly, 172 u for samples reacted with acetone and 178 u
for samples reacted with acetone-d6. Cone voltage were 35 V and collision energy
was set at 10.0 eV. Data were acquired in centroid mode with mass range from m/z
200 to 600. Both cycle time and scan duration were set as 1.00 s.
3.2.7 Data processing
MarkerLynx software (version 4.1, Waters Corporation, MA, USA) and SIMCA-P
13.0 software (Umetrics AB, UMEÅ, Sweden) were used for data processing. Raw
data acquired in UPLC-MS was decomposed into retention time (RT), mass to
charge ratio (m/z) and associated height intensities to form a three-dimensional
matrix containing 14 observations (sample names) with 498 variables (peak
intensities). After normalization, the data was exported into SIMCA-P for
multivariate data analysis. Scale type for x-variables was Pareto and transformation
was set as automatic. Principal component analysis (PCA), an unsupervised
multivariate statistical approach, was used for variable reduction. Orthogonal
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partial least square discriminant analysis (OPLS-DA) was performed to maximize
class discrimination and to find out potential biomarkers. S-plot visualized the
relationship of covariance and correlation that were generated by the OPLS-DA. Splot was used to pick up variables that had significant contributions to
discrimination between groups for further structural identification. Origin 9.0
version (OriginLab, Co., MA) was used to perform other statistical analysis.
3.2.8 Confirmation of ribonucleoside structure
To confirm structures of ribonucleosides, MS/MS spectrum was acquired under the
same LC-MS conditions while the collision energy was set at 10.0, 20.0 and 40.0
V. Authentic standards were derivative with acetone. MS/MS spectrums of the
products were acquired to use as references. Accurate molecular weights were
obtained by coupling Waters Q-TOF premier mass spectrometry to the same UPLC.
Full scans of the urine samples were performed with positive ion mode. Capillary
voltage was set at 3.1 kV and cone voltage at 35 V. Cone gas flow was set at 50 L
h-1 while desolvation gas flow was set to 500 L h-1. The source temperature was
120 °C and the desolvation gas temperature was 300 °C. Data were collected in
centroid mode between m/z 200 and 600, with a scan time of 0.15 s and interscan
time 0.02 s. A leucine-enkephalin solution at 100 pg uL-1 in acetonitrile-water with
0.1% formic acid (50:50, v/v) was used as the lock-mass (m/z 556.2771) with a flow
rate of 0.05 mL min-1. The obtained accurate m/z values were deducted 40.0313,
then searching against databases for candidate compounds. The structural formulas
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of the candidate compounds were retrieved by comparing MS/MS spectrums of
samples and authentic standards for the characteristic ions.
3.2.9 Application of the method to determine modified nucleosides in HCC
The changes of the identified modified nucleosides in HCC mice urine were studied
by using the method. The urine samples of control, HCC and HCCFU groups were
derivative with acetone as described above. Then the samples were analyzed by LCMS. Neutral loss of 172 u was selected to detect the modified nucleosides. The raw
data was processed with MarkerLynx. The difference of the three groups samples
was visualized by using unsupervised principal component analysis (PCA) method.
Volcano plot analysis was performed to highlight compounds that had significant
contributions to the discrimination in PCA score plot. Compared to control group,
compounds in HCC or HCCFU group that showed significant difference (p < 0.01)
and intensity ratio was larger than 2.0 or smaller than 0.50 were preferentially
considered as the significantly changed modified nucleosides. Heat maps were
employed to present the level difference of these significant compounds (generated
by using Multi Experiment Viewer 4.9).
3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Derivatization with acetone
Cis-diol is characteristic functional groups of ribonucleosides. The presence of the
polar group results in poor retention of ribonucleosides on a reversed phase column,
which makes trouble to the separation and identification of these biological
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molecules. Cis-diol group could react with anhydrous acetone to form acetonides
by using acid as catalyst (Figure 3.1a). The polarity of the derivatization products
increased, which might improve the retention of these compounds.

Figure 3.1 Reaction of ribonucleosides with acetone to form acetonides (a) and
neutral loss of ribonucleosides, acetonides and acetonides-d6 (b).

Besides, glycosidic bond of ribonucleosides could be easily broken in the secondorder mass spectrum to form a neutral loss of 132 u (Figure 3.1b)194. The loss
increased to 172 u for acetonide and 178 u for acetonide-d6 which was generated
by deriving ribonucleosides with acetone-d6. Therefore, by using neutral loss
scanning mode, ribonucleosides could be selectively detected by scanning the loss
of 132 u for the sample without derivatization. And nucleosides that were labeled
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with acetone (or acetone-d6) could be determined by scanning the loss of 172 u (or
178 u) with mass spectrometry.
3.3.2 Liquid chromatography separation
The derivatization method was applied to label modified ribonucleosides in urine
samples. The samples were reacted with acetone (or acetone-d6) and detected by
using LC-MS/MS. According to the reaction mechanism, cis-diol group in
ribonucleosides is converted to isopropylidene group, which is more hydrophobic.
It can be expected that the retention time of these derivatives will become better on
a reversed phase column. Chromatograms in Figure 3.2a and 3.2b showed the
differences of human urinary samples with and without derivatization. The sample
without derivatization was scanned in neutral loss mode with a loss of 132 u (Figure
3.2a). The retention time of almost all the compounds eluted on reversed-phase
column was less than 5 min, resulting in serious peak overlapping, even ion
suppression. However, after reacted with acetone, all the peaks were evenly
distributed across the whole chromatogram under the same chromatographic
condition (Figure 3.2b). This result indicated that improvement of the
chromatographic separation of polar nucleosides could be achieved by using
derivatization method based on acetone.
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Figure 3.2 Total ion chromatogram (TIC) and extracted ion chromatograms (EIC)
of human urine samples. TIC of samples by direct analysis (a), derivatization with
acetone (b), and derivatization with acetone-d6 (c). EIC of samples by direct
analysis (d), derivatization with acetone (e) and derivatization with acetone-d6 (f).

All the ribonucleosides have similar structures, a five-carbon sugar (ribose), and
some of them are isomers. Therefore, it is a great challenge to determine these
compounds by using traditional methods. For example, methylation of guanosine
in the guanine ring forms three modified nucleosides, i.e. 1-methylguanosine (m1G),
N2-methylguanosine (m2G) and 7-methylguanosine (m7G). The ion ([M+H]+) at
298 m/z is corresponding to the three compounds. By extracting ion chromatogram
of m/z 298 in Figure 3.2a, a broad peak with a small fork on the top was generated
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(Figure 3.2d). It means that at least two compounds with the same M.W. were eluted
through the column at almost the same time. It is hard to use the data to differentiate
the isomers. In contrast, after derivatization with acetone, the M.W. of these isomers
increased to 337 Da and the m/z became 338 Da. The extracted ion chromatogram
of m/z 338 Da from Figure 3.2b showed that three baseline separated peaks were
detected (Figure 3.2e). Similar results were obtained for the derivatization products
of acetone-d6 (Figure 3.2f). These results demonstrated that the method can not only
separate co-elution peaks but also isolate small peaks from high concentration
compounds. The improvement of chromatographic separation provided the
foundation for the both qualitative and quantitative analysis of modified
nucleosides.
3.3.3 Mass spectrometry analysis
An additional advantage of this approach was that it could effectively increase
detecting signal intensity. By comparing the mass spectra of urinary samples that
were analyzed directly (Figure 3.3a) and derivative with acetone (Figure 3.3b), it is
found that the m/z of most peaks were added with 40 u after derivatization.
Furthermore, intensity enhancement of most peaks was observed. For example, the
intensity of m/z 312 was 2.25 × 104 when the sample was analyzed directly. While
the sample was derivative with acetone, the intensity rose to 2.21 × 105, which was
9.8 times higher than the control. Figure 3.3d showed the distribution of fold change
for all the peaks. Except for 4 peaks, the fold changes of peaks were all larger than
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1.0. The largest was up to 31 times. The sensitivity enhancement was attributed to
the reducing of matrix effect and elution in a higher-organic solvent. The derivative
products could be dissolved in acetone and isolated with insoluble solid such as
proteins, inorganic salts and other insoluble composition in urine samples. Thus,
the samples were primarily purified and most of matrix was removed. Another
factor was attributed to minimize matrix interferences and ion suppression by better
chromatographic separation after derivatization. Furthermore, it is worth noting that
improvement in signal was not related to urinary nucleotides degradation. Because
nucleotides would not lose its phosphate group to convert to nucleosides under this
conditions. An example of adenosine monophosphate (AMP) reacting with acetone
was shown in Figure 3.4. The results showed that the derivatization method could
help to enhance the intensity of mass spectra. It is conducive to detect low level
ribonucleosides in urine.
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Figure 3.3 Mass spectra of human urine samples. (a) Direct analysis, (b)
derivatization with acetone, (c) derivatization with acetone-d6, (d) comparison of
peak intensity between a and b, (e) comparison of peak intensity between b and c.

Figure 3.4 Chromatograms of derivative products of A and AMP.
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3.3.4 Application of acetone-d6 to assist ribonucleosides identification
Although the neutral loss scanning method could select ribonucleosides from a
multitude of metabolites in urine after derivatization, it's very important to note that
some metabolites without derivatization might also have a neutral loss of 172 u.
Namely the metabolites could also display signals on the chromatogram to form
false positive results. In order to eliminate these undesirable peaks, acetone-d6 was
applied to assist to identify ribonucleosides.
Ribonucleosides of urine samples were reacted with equal volume proportion of
acetone and acetone-d6 to form ordinary and deuterated acetonides. The products
were analyzed by using LC-MS/MS with neutral loss scanning of 172 u (ordinary
acetonides) or 178 u (deuterated acetonides) at the same time. Figure 3.2b and 3.2c
showed the chromatogram of ordinary and deuterated products. The two
chromatograms had similar peak distribution. This was because the ordinary and
deuterated products had the same retention time. In addition, M.W. difference of
acetone and acetone-d6 was 6 u. After derivatization, the difference of the products
for the same compound was also 6 u (Figure 3.3b and 3.3c). Because the reactants
contained equal volumes of acetone and acetone-d6, the intensity proportion of the
two kinds of products was also close to 1:1. In fact, by comparing the peak intensity,
the ratio of ordinary and deuterated products was between 0.8-1.6 and close to 1.1
on the whole (Figure 3.2e). Based on these features, by comparing the two
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chromatograms (Figure 3.2b and 3.2c) and the two mass spectra (Figure 3.3b and
3.3c), those ions that matched the three features could be considered as nucleosides.
As mentioned above, there may be some false positives signals by using neutral
loss scanning mode to select ribonucleosides in urine samples. The three features
distilled above could also be used to take unwanted signals out of results. There
were two examples to show the distinction of false positive signals. A peak of m/z
232 was detected with neutral loss of 172 u (Figure 3.5a), but the corresponding
peak, m/z 238 could not be seen in Figure 3.5b with neutral loss of 178 u. On the
contrary, a signal of m/z 356 could be observed with 178 u neutral loss (Figure 3.6b),
but the corresponding signal (m/z 350) could not be detected (Figure 3.6a). Both of
the two examples were false positive signals. Other false positive results were ruled
out in the same way.
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Figure 3.5 A sample of false positives signal showed in extracted ion chromatogram
of m/z 232 from samples reacted with acetone (a), and m/z 238 from samples reacted
with acetone-d6 (b).
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Figure 3.6 A sample of false positives signal showed in extracted ion chromatogram
of m/z 350 from samples reacted with acetone (a), and m/z 356 from samples reacted
with acetone-d6 (b).

3.3.5 Data processing with multivariate statistical analysis method
Multivariate statistical analysis method, which was widely used in the metabolomic
studies66, was applied to carry out data processing. The raw data was pretreated with
MarkerLynx software and then was visualized with Simca-P software. The
classification results obtained from OPLS-DA score plot (Figure 3.7a) showed
significantly separation between samples reacted with acetone and acetone-d6. It
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meant that the two groups contained some significantly different features.

Figure 3.7 OPLS-DA score plot (a) and S-plot (b) of urine samples derivative with
acetone and acetone-d6. ●: Samples reacted with acetone; ▲: samples reacted with
acetone-d6. The label “11.54_352.26” meant R.T 11.54 min and m/z 352.26.

S-plot (Figure 3.7b) dictated a direct impression of features contributed to the
classification. In Figure 3.7b, the farther away the point was from the origin, the
greater contribution it made to the classification. In addition, S-plot could make
pairs from the two groups according to the three features described above. For
example, for the points H1 and D1, both their retention time was about 11.50 min;
the m/z were 352.26 Da and 358.26 Da; the ratio of average signal strength was
0.89. The appearances of the ion pair matched to the features mentioned above.
Therefore, it could draw a conclusion that the pair represented the same compound
which were reacted with acetone and acetone-d6, respectively. Other pairs such as
5.13_322.25 (R.T. 5.13 min and m/z 322.25, the same below) and 4.98_328.24,
7.95_323.22 and 7.90_329.26, and so on, could also be easily dug out in the S-plot.
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These pairs were symmetrical about the center of the coordinates. On the basis of
this characteristic, more pairs (i.e. ribonucleosides) could be visually found out in
Figure 3.7b.
3.3.6 Identification of ribonucleosides in urine samples
It was not enough to confirm the structure of compounds only with the rough m/z
values. Other information, including MS/MS spectra and accurate m/z values were
needed. The ion H1 was used as an example to introduce the process of structure
identification (Figure 3.8). The first step was to acquire accurate m/z value by using
UPLC/Q-TOF MS. The accurate value of the ion was 352.1611. The accurate mass
of the corresponding compound (without derivatization) was obtained by
subtracting 40.0313. The minus result, i.e. 312.1298 was used to search against
databases (HMDB, METLIN and MODOMICS). Three possible compounds,
which were isomers, were retrieved, including N2,N2-dimethylguanosine, N2,7dimethylguanosine and 7-aminomethyl-7-deazaguanosine. MS/MS spectrum of
m/z 352.1611 from urine samples was compared with that from authentic standards.
The spectra that had similar MS fragments were considered as the same compound.
Finally, the ion at 352.26 m/z and at RT 11.54 min was confirmed as N2,N2dimethylguanosine. Similarly, other ribonucleosides were identified. Because not
all the ribonucleosides could buy their authentic standards. For those compounds
that authentic standards were unavailable, they were putatively identified based on
mass match and MS/MS interpretation. The results were listed in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.8 Process of structure identification and confirmation of ribonucleosides.
m22G: N2,N2-dimethylguanosine; preQ1: 7-aminomethyl-7-deazaguanosine; m2,7G:
N2,7-dimethylguanosine.

Table 3.1 Ribonucleosides identified from urine samples.
Accurate
No.

R.T.

m/z

a

Errorc

Formula

Name

mass b
1

3.80

284.1243

243.0852

-1.3

C9H13O5N3

Cytidine*

2

4.86

285.1077

244.0686

-3.8

C9H12O6N2

Uridine*
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3

4.33

287.1255

246.0864

4.9

C9H14O6N2

Dihydrouridine

4

4.89

287.1245

246.0854

0.9

C9H14O6N2

2-Hydroxyluridine

5

2.75

295.1304

254.0913

3.9

C11H14O5N2

Nicotinamide riboside*
1-(beta-D-Ribofuranosyl)-

6

7.04

297.1448

256.1057

-0.9

C11H16O5N2
1,4-Dihydronicotinamide

7

4.17

298.1409

257.1018

2.5

C10H15O5N3

3-Methylcytidine*

8

4.64

298.1403

257.1012

0.1

C10H15O5N3

5-Methylcytidine*

9

8.01

299.1248

258.0857

2.0

C10H14O6N2

3-Methyluridine*

10

5.12

299.1241

258.0850

-0.7

C10H14O6N2

5-Methyluridine*

11

3.66

299.1276

258.0885

12.8

C10H14O6N2

Imidazoleacetic acid riboside

12

6.40

308.1356

267.0965

-0.9

C10H13O4N5

Adenosine*

13

6.16

309.1189

268.0798

-3.6

C10H12O5N4

Inosine*

14

5.48

309.1182

268.0791

-6.2

C10O5N4H12

Isoinosine
6-Hydroxyl-1,6-

15

6.18

311.1353

270.0962

-0.7

C10H14O5N4
dihydropurine ribonucleoside

16

7.46

312.1172

271.0781

-8.6

C10H13O6N3

5-Formylcytidine

17

9.20

312.1568

271.1177

3.2

C11H17O5N3

N4,N4-dimethylcytidine

18

5.69

322.1514

281.1123

-0.4

C11H15O4N5

N6-methyladenosine*

19

5.08

322.1526

281.1135

3.9

C11H15O4N5

1-Methyladenosine*

20

8.51

322.151

281.1119

-1.8

C11H15O4N5

2-Methyladenosine*

21

7.39

322.152

281.1129

1.8

C11H15O4N5

8-Methyladenosine*
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22

7.93

323.1354

282.0963

-0.4

C11H14O5N4

1-Methylinosine*

23

5.95

324.1306

283.0915

-0.6

C10H13O5N5

Guanosine*

24

5.29

324.1312

283.0921

1.4

C10H13O5N5

Isoguanosine

25

7.52

325.1173

284.0782

8.9

C10H12O6N4

Xanthosine*

26

6.84

326.1353

285.0962

0.4

C11H15O6N3

N4-acetylcytidine

27

2.43

328.1269

287.0878

4.2

C9H13O6N5

Clitocine

28

4.22

328.1512

287.1121

1.3

C11H17O6N3

5-Methylaminomethyluridine

29

3.36

329.0997

288.0606

4.2

C10H12O8N2

Orotidine

30

6.52

336.1674

295.1283

0.9

C12H17O4N5

2,8-Dimethyladenosine

31

5.31

336.1652

295.1261

-6.6

C12H17O4N5

N6,N6-dimethyladenosine*

32

9.43

338.1464

297.1073

0.0

C11H15O5N5

7-Methylguanosine*

33

8.03

338.1458

297.1067

-2.0

C11H15O5N5

N6-hydroxymethyladenosine

34

7.14

338.1465

297.1074

0.3

C11H15O5N5

N2-methylguanosine*

35

4.58

338.1463

297.1072

-0.4

C11H15O5N5

1-Methylguanosine*

36

6.48

340.126

299.0869

1.0

C10H13O6N5

8-Hydroxyguanosine*
Beta-D-3-Ribofuranosyluric

37

6.79

341.1097

300.0706

0.0

C10H12O7N4
acid

38

3.24

343.1157

302.0766

5.2

C11H14O8N2

5-Carboxymethyluridine
5-Carbamoylhydroxy

39

6.88

348.0467

307.0076

-0.2

C11H5O8N3
methyluridine

40

13.80

348.1309

307.0918

0.4
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C12H13O5N5

7-Cyano-7-deazaguanosine

41

3.32

350.146

309.1069

-1.4

C12H15O5N5

N6-acetyladenosine

42

3.63

352.1613

311.1222

-2.5

C12H17O5N5

N2,7-dimethylguanosine*

43

11.55

352.1623

311.1232

0.7

C12H17O5N5

N2,N2-dimethylguanosine*
7-Aminomethyl-7-

44

12.62

352.1612

311.1221

-2.8

C12H17O5N5
deazaguanosine*
5-Methoxycarbonyl

45

7.72

357.1304

316.0913

2.0

C12H16O8N2
methyluridine

46

9.57

366.178

325.1389

0.9

C13H19O5N5

N2,N2,7-trimethylguanosine
2-Methylthio-N6-

47

4.39

368.1368

327.0977

-7.4

C12H17O4N5S
methyladenosine
5-Methoxycarbonylmethyl-2-

48

11.46

373.1099

332.0708

9.0

C12H16O7N2S
thiouridine
5-(Carboxyhydroxymethyl)

49

5.71

373.1244

332.0853

-0.8

C12H16O9N2
uridine methyl ester
Uridine

50

3.12

373.1238

332.0847

-2.6

5-oxyacetic

acid

C12H16O9N2
methyl ester
3-(3-Amino-3-carboxypropyl)

51

4.00

386.1561

345.1170

-0.6

C13H19O8N3
uridine

52

9.86

424.1465

383.1074

-0.8

C14H17N5O8

Succinoadenosine
2-methylthio-N6-(cis-

53

13.72

438.1817

397.1426

1.5

C16H23O5N5S
Hydroxyisopentenyl)
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adenosine
N6-threonylcarbamoyl
54

10.83

453.1736

412.1345

0.6

C15H20O8N6
adenosine
N6-methyl-N6-

55

12.23

467.1886

426.1495

-1.0

C16H22O8N6
threonylcarbamoyladenosine
2-Methylthio-N6-

56

12.75

499.1611

458.1220

0.0

C16H22O8N6S
threonylcarbamoyladenosine

a

observed value.

b

Accurate mass = observed value - 40.0313 - 1.0078.

c

Mass error of accurate mass comparing with true value. Unit: ppm.

* Confirmation with authentic standards.
3.3.7 Evaluation of modified nucleosides in mice bearing HCC
The method was employed to analyze mice urine samples bearing HCC by
detecting all the 56 nucleosides in the Table 3.1. The chromatograms of control,
HCC and HCCFU samples showed obvious difference (Figure 3.9). It meant that
some nucleosides were significantly changed among the three groups. The raw data
was processed with MarkerLynx to obtain the information of ions, including RT,
m/z and peak intensities. These information was imported into SIMCA-P to perform
multivariate data analysis. Unsupervised principal component analysis (PCA)
method was employed to evaluate the difference of the three groups of samples
(Figure 3.10). The summary of the fit of the PCA model was manifest with R2X
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and Q2. The R2X of PC1 was 74% and PC2 7.7%, with a cumulative value up to
81.7%. Correspondingly, the cumulative Q2 was 73% and for PC1 and PC2. The
PCA score plot showed that the HCC group was appreciably separated from control
group. It indicated that the effects of HCC xenograft had strong effects on urinary
nucleoside metabolism. It also implied that some ions showed signification
difference between the two groups. Two samples of HCC were outside the circle of
PCA confidence intervals. It might be due to individual differences. The two mice
might have subnormal responses to HCC, resulting in greater changes of
nucleosides levels than other HCC mice.
Mice_3-7
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100
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%
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10.00

15.00

100
100
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Relative peak intensity

00
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100
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15.00

Figure 3.9 Chromatograms of nude mice urine samples. (a) control group, (b) HCC
group and (c) HCCFU group.
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Figure 3.10 PCA score plot of nude mice urine samples.

The PCA score plot also implied that levels of some nucleosides changed
significantly in HCC and HCCFU groups, because they were clearly separated from
each other. But the HCCFU and control groups were a small overlapping. It
indicated that the difference of nucleosides levels between the two groups might be
small. In another word, treatment of 5-FU might have some positive effects on these
mice.
Volcano plots were applied for quick visual identification of the most-meaningful
changes (Figure 3.11 and 3.12). Points that displayed large magnitude fold changes
(larger than 2.0) as well as high statistical significance (p < 0.01) were selected as
candidates. Compared to control group, 26 candidates were found in HCC group
(Figure 3.11a), while 3 was found in HCCFU (Figure 3.11c). All of these candidates
in both groups were higher than in the control group. Particularly, the fold changes
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in HCC group were generally greater than that in HCCFU group. Compared
HCCFU group with HCC group, 21 candidates were found. And the levels of these
candidates decreased in HCCFU group (Figure 3.11b). These results indicated that
HCC strongly affected the levels of urinary modified nucleosides, leading to
significant rise of this kind of metabolites. However, after treated with 5-FU, the
cancer cells were killed by the anti-cancer drug. The modified nucleosides
generated by the cells decreased, manifesting as lower levels in HCCFU group than
in HCC group. Specific to each differential nucleoside, the largest differential
occurred in HCC group, for compound isoinosine, which was 6.70 times higher
than in control group.
To compare the HCCFU group with control group, three nucleosides showed
statistical significance (Figure 3.11c and Figure 3.12c). It meant that although the
5-FU could kill most of cancer cells, resulting in decreasing of nucleosides levels
(comparing to HCC group), some of them were still alive, which was presented as
the nucleosides could not completely reach normal baseline levels. So the difference
between HCCFU and control groups indicated the mice were not fully recovered
from HCC.
Therefore, the changes of these nucleosides implied that modified nucleosides were
valuable compounds to show the state of HCC. Quick growth of cancer cells led to
fast catabolism of RNA and level increasing of nucleosides. When the cancer cells
were killed by the drug, the level of nucleosides which were generated by the cells,
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decreased. And the level gaps between normal and treatment mice represented the
treatment effects of drugs. So the differential nucleosides could serve as potential
biomarkers for HCC diagnosis

Figure 3.11 Volcano plot analysis of differential modified nucleosides between
HCC or HCCFU with control group. The fold change in modified nucleosides levels
between HCC or HCCFU group and control samples was plotted on the x axis (log2
scale), and the p-value of t-test was plotted on the y axis (–log10 scale). Compounds
displayed statistical significance (fold change > 2.0 and p < 0.01) were indicated in
red.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.12 Comparison of differential modified nucleosides in urine samples of
HCC mice. Heat map showed the differential modified nucleosides between control
and HCC groups (a), between HCC and HCCFU groups (b) and between control
and HCCFU groups (c).

3.3.8 Discussion
In this work, 56 nucleosides were detected in a single analysis by using acetone as
derivatization agent. Among them, 52 compounds were identified as modified
nucleosides. The error of M.W. was less than 15 ppm. The chemical type of
modification of these compounds included methyl, carboxymethyl, acyl, and so on.
Methylation was the most modification mode. The result indicated that the
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derivatization method was an effective tool to identify modified nucleosides in
urine samples.
Compared to other methods192, 195, 196, the use of the derivatization method could
help to detect more nucleosides. Comparison with sample pretreatment methods by
using SPE or nanoparticles, although they could achieve highly selective extraction
and enrichment of ribonucleosides, these methods required a large amount of
samples in order to meet the testing requirements. This limited the application of
these methods to samples that had low levels of nucleosides and very small samples,
such like blood samples. In addition, the extracted nucleosides, which still
contained free hydroxyl groups, were very polar, resulting in difficult separation for
some isomers. However, by using the derivatization method described in this article,
better chromatographic separation and higher mass spectrometric sensitivity were
achieved. The improvements not only helped for qualitative detection and
quantitative analysis, but also greatly reduced sample consumption. It was
favorable for expanding the application of the method to other biological samples.
Of course, this method also had some drawbacks. Since the data was acquired by
using neutral loss scanning model, only metabolites that contained ribose groups
could be detected. Other cis-diol compounds were ignored under these conditions.
Addressing this issue, other types of technology, for example, full scanning with
high-resolution mass spectrometry, could be employed to screen all cis-diol
compounds.
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3.4 Chapter summary
A derivatization method based on the reaction of ribonucleosides with acetone was
established and applied for the determination of urinary ribonucleosides by liquid
chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry, for the first time to our best knowledge.
This method not only improved the retention of modified nucleosides on reversedphase column, but also reduced the matrix effect of urine samples and enhanced
detection sensitivity of mass spectrometry. Isotope labeling method with acetoned6 and multivariate statistical analysis enabled the positive identification of 56
ribonucleosides, including 52 modified nucleosides. The obtained results indicated
that the derivatization method was practical, fast and effective for the identification
of urinary nucleosides. The method was successfully applied to study the urinary
nucleosides in nude mice of HCC. Several nucleosides were identified as significant
change biomarkers. The developed method might be extended to determine
modified nucleosides in other biological samples, such as cells, tissues, blood, etc.
to support research of cancer-related biomarkers discovery.
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Chapter 4 Determination of modified nucleosides via liquid chromatographymass spectrometry with parallel reaction monitoring for study of RNA
damage induced by bisphenol A exposure
4.1 Introduction
BPA is used to produce certain plastics which are applied to make a variety of
common consumer goods197,198. Frequently contacting with these goods greatly
increases the chance of BPA exposure. It has been reported that BPA had some
effects on different diseases199,200,201,202,203,204. Studies of genomic, proteomic and
metabolomics showed BPA exposure had influence on DNA, RNA, proteins, and
even metabolites151, 205, 206. For example, it has been reported that BPA exposure
could induce oxidative stress and cause DNA damage207. Due to the similar
structure of RNA and DNA, BPA also has the potential to damage RNA. So far
though, no one had published related results about the effects of BPA on RNA
lesions.
RNA plays integral roles in information transfer from DNA to proteins. Similar to
DNA methylation, posttranscriptional processing of RNA is also pervasive,
conserved, and critical for many aspects of biology208. The modification on RNA
produces an exceptional number and structural diversity of modified nucleosides.
After the RNA is degraded, the modified nucleosides could not be reused by the
organism. They are flushed out the body through urine. So the levels of urinary
modified nucleosides are related to the degradation rate of RNA. In general, the
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contents of these metabolites are stable, not affected by age and diet51. However,
there are numerous factors that contribute to causing alteration of modified
nucleosides. Either endomyocardial diseases or exogenous chemical exposure
could cause an exception of RNA metabolism, resulting in changes of urinary
modified nucleosides209.
RNA damage induced by oxidative stress is one form of RNA modification, which
is also related to fluctuations of urinary modified nucleosides. The level of oxidative
stress in the cell is reflected by the quantity of reactive oxygen species (ROS). RNA
can be oxidized by ROS via free radical which is referred to Fenton reaction210. The
oxidation randomly damages RNA by attacking some susceptible residues in the
nucleic strands. The hotspot sites have been identified as guanosine. The particular
residues are oxidized to 8-hydroxyguanosine (8-oxoG) by ROS211. Therefore, 8oxoG is considered as a biomarker of RNA lesions, which is used to elevate RNA
damage. Following oxidative damage, 8-oxoG is cleared from the damaged RNA
via turnover or degradation of these RNA212. In the meanwhile, other modified
nucleosides of the RNA are released as well, leading to promotion of most of these
compounds213. Therefore, by determining the contents of urinary modified
nucleosides, the degradation of RNA in vivo could be monitored, especially the
damage induced by ROS.
A number of methods have been reported to detect nucleosides in biological
samples109, 214-217. These methods offered several alternatives for making a choice
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of modified nucleosides determination. However, the sensitivity and selectivity of
these methods could be improved with improved techniques, such as high
resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS). HRMS, for example, Orbitrap-based
machine, provides high analytical specificity for monitoring targeted species
because of their high resolution ion detection capabilities218, 219. These instruments
support to perform parallel reaction monitoring (PRM) scans in which all fragment
ions from a precursor ion are monitored simultaneously220. The obtained high
resolution MS/MS data could be employed for qualitative and quantitative analysis
at high specificity and sensitivity221. Such a PRM assay may be practical to
simultaneously monitor all the fragment ions that released from modified
nucleosides.
Therefore, in this study, a LC-MS method was developed to determine the alteration
of modified nucleosides in rats exposed to BPA, with the hope to study the effects
of BPA exposure on RNA damage indirectly. The sample preparation was based on
the derivatization method that was developed and validated in chapter 2. An ultrahigh performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC) combined with a quadrupoleOrbitrap hybrid mass spectrometer (Q-Exactive MS) was employed for sample
analysis.
4.2 Material and methods
4.2.1 Chemicals
Methanol (HPLC grade) was obtained from Merck (Dermstadt, Germany). Acetone
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was also obtained from Merck and it was used directly without further drying
process. Bisphenol A (BPA) was purchased from J&K Scientific Ltd. (Beijing,
China). The internal standard, 8-chloroguanosine, (8ClG, IS) was purchased from
Carbosynth (Berkshire, UK). Other chemicals, including nucleoside standards,
acetone-d6 (99.9 atom % D), formic acid (HPLC grade) and 70% perchloric acid
(HClO4) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Water was
purified by using a Milli-Q system (Millipore, Milford, MA).
4.2.2 Animal Protocols
Female Sprague-Dawley rats (180-220 g) were obtained from Guangdong Medical
Laboratory Animal Center (No. 44007200014698, Guangdong, China). Animal
protocols were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Shenzhen
Institute for Drug Control. Twenty rats were randomly divided into four groups with
5 rats for each: model control group and high, middle and lower dose BPA-exposed
groups (simply as control, BPAH, BPAM and BPAL groups). All rats were housed
under Specific Pathogen Free (SPF) conditions. The room temperature was set at
22 ± 2 °C with relative humidity at 50 ± 5% as well as a 12 h light/dark cycle. The
rats were kept in separate metabolic cages and provided with commercial rat food
and water ad libitum. After one-week adaptive feeding period, control, BPAL,
BPAM and BPAH groups were administered with 0, 10, 30 and 50 mg BPA/kg body
weight per day (in corn oil) by gastric gavaging, respectively. The administration
of BPA was consecutive for four days. The animal experiment was performed by
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Shenzhen Institute for Drug Control.
4.2.3 Sample collection and preparation
A 24-hour urine specimen for each rat was collected after four days of BPA
exposure. The collected samples were centrifuged at 5, 000 × g for 10 min at 4 °C
to remove suspended particles. The supernatants were stored in a -80 °C freezer
until they were used for LC-MS analysis.
The urine samples were processed as previously described in chapter 2 with minor
modifications. Briefly, in the four groups (control, BPAL, BPAM and BPAH), 100
µL aliquots of each urine sample was used for sample preparation. IS was added to
each sample with final concentration of 50.00 ng mL−1. The samples were dried
completely by using an Ilshin Lab freeze dryer (Ilshin Co., Ltd., USA) for 5 h. The
dried residue was reacted with 600 µL of HPLC grade acetone at the presence of 6
µL HClO4 as catalyst. The mixture was well blended by vigorous vortex. The
reaction lasted half an hour at -20 °C. Then 12 µL saturated potassium carbonate
solution was added to neutralize the acid to form white precipitate, which contained
inorganic salts, proteins and other substances insoluble in acetone. The precipitate
was removed by centrifuging at 12,000 × g for 10 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was
dried with a stream of nitrogen. The residue was reconstituted with 100 µL
methanol/H2O (5:95, V/V). Before injected into LC-MS, the reconstituted solution
was centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 5 min at 4 °C to remove any possible particles.
Quality control (QC) samples were prepared by mixing 200 µL aliquots of each rat
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urine sample to create a pooled sample. The pooled sample was divided into
multiple QC samples with 100 µL aliquots volume for each. They were divided into
two groups, i.e., QCH and QCD (for each group, n = 10), which were reacted with
equal amounts of acetone and acetone-d6, respectively. The processed procedure
was the same as described above. The QCH and QCD samples were used to
recognize modified nucleosides in urine.
4.2.4 Liquid chromatography parameters
Sample analysis was performed by using an Ultimate 3000 UHPLC controlled by
Chromeleon 7.2 Software (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, Germany). A
Acquity UPLC BEH phenyl column (100 mm × 2.1 mm, 1.7 µm, Waters, USA)
column was used for chromatographic separation. The composition of mobile phase
was water (added 0.1% formic acid, A) and methanol (B). The linear gradient
elution program used was as follows: 0 min, 5% B; 2 min, 20% B, 10 min, 35% B;
14 min, 95% B, 15 min, 95% B, 15.5 min, 5% B, and 20 min, 5% B. The flow rate
was set at 0.30 mL min-1. The column temperature was 35 °C. For each sample, the
injection volume was 10 µL.
4.2.5 High resolution mass spectrometry parameters
Detection of targeted compounds was performed with a quadrupole-Orbitrap hybrid
mass spectrometer (Q-Exactive, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). A heated
electrospray ionization source (HESI-II) was used in positive ionization mode. The
parameters were set as follows: sheath gas flow rate 40, aux gas flow rate 10, spray
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voltage 3.00 kV, S-lens RF level 55, capillary temperature 350 °C and aux gas
heater temperature 320 °C. Parallel reaction monitoring (PRM) scans were at the
resolution of 17,500 with AGC target set as 5 × 104 and maximum injection time
set as 100 ms.
Inclusion lists were used to trigger PRM scans. The information of the targeted
compounds in the lists were obtained from the databases of Metlin
(https://metlin.scripps.edu/index.php), HMDB (http://www.hmdb.ca/), Modomics
(http://modomics.genesilico.pl/)

and

the

RNA

modification

database

(http://mods.rna.albany.edu/home). In the databases, all the modified nucleosides
that contained cis-diol groups were selected for subsequent screening. The accurate
masses of the compounds were calculated by using Qualbrowser in Xcalibur 3.0.
To analyze samples that reacted with acetone (control, BPAL, BPAM, BPAH and
QCH groups), the m/z values used in the inclusion list were calculated by adding
40.0313 to the exact masses. While to analyze samples that reacted with acetone-d6
(QCD group), the exact masses were added with 46.0689. It meant that there was a
pair of m/z values for each nucleoside which belonged to QCH and QCD groups,
respectively. These pairs were employed to recognize the modified nucleosides in
QC samples.
The recognition was performed by using Qual browser in Xcalibur 3.0. Peaks that
detected in QCH with a neutral loss of 172.0736 (mass tolerance 5 ppm) and in
QCD groups with a neutral loss of 178.1112 (mass tolerance 5 ppm) were extracted.
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The retention time, m/z values and intensities of the two groups’ peaks were
compared. If the retention time of two peaks between the two groups was consistent
and the ratio of peak intensities was between 0.8-1.2, the two peaks would be
considered as pairing peaks that represented a nucleoside which was reacted with
acetone and acetone-d6, respectively. These candidate compounds were confirmed
by comparing their MS/MS spectra in QCH and QCD groups and validating with
authentic standards if available. 66 compounds were found present in the QC
samples (S/N > 10). The precursor ions of these validated compounds (reacted with
acetone) were used to generate a new inclusion list to detect modified nucleosides
in BPA exposure urine samples (control, BPAL, BPAM and BPAH groups).
4.2.6 Data processing and statistical analysis
Xcalibur 3.0 was used for raw data processing. ICIS peak detection algorithm was
selected to specify peak integration and detection criteria. The mass values used for
peak integration were the daughter ions which were generated from precursor ions
with a neutral loss of 172.0736. The mass precision was set at 4 decimals and the
mass tolerance was set as 5.0 ppm. The minimum peak height (S/N) was set as 10.0.
The processing method was employed to integrate the peaks detected in control,
BPAL, BPAM and BPAH groups.
The obtained peak area was normalized to the area of IS. The results, combining
with associated retention time and m/z values, were used to build a threedimensional matrix. The matrix was imported into SIMCA-P 13.0 (Umetrics AB,
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UMEÅ, Sweden) to perform multivariate data analysis. The difference of the four
groups samples was visualized by using unsupervised principal component analysis
(PCA). Volcano plot analysis was performed to highlight compounds that had
significant contributions to the discrimination in PCA score plot. Compared to
control group, compounds in BPAL (or BPAM or BPAH group) that showed
significant difference (p < 0.05) and intensity ratio was larger than 1.5 or smaller
than 0.67 were preferentially considered as the significantly changed modified
nucleosides. Heat maps were employed to present the level difference of these
significant compounds (generated by using Multi Experiment Viewer 4.9).
4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Primarily screening of modified nucleosides by PRM
A nucleoside consists simply of a nucleobase and a ribose. The base is bound to the
ribose via a beta-glycosidic linkage. The glycosidic bond is not very stable, which
makes it more prone to breakage in the second-order mass spectrum (MS/MS).
After reacted with acetone, the derivatization products of nucleosides inherit the
feature. As shown in Figure 4.1a, acetone-labeling adenosine lost the labeled ribose
group to form a main fragment ion, which was the ionized nucleobase, adenine. The
molecular weight of the neutral loss group was 172.0736. When the derivatization
reagent was acetone-d6, the value increased to 178.1112 (Figure 4.1b). Similar
results were obtained for the derivatization products of guanosine, cytidine and
uridine (Figure 4.2). Because of similar structure, other nucleosides derived from
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the four common nucleosides also have similar fragment pattern. That is,
nucleosides reacted with acetone (or acetone-d6) could form a neutral loss of
172.0736 (or 178.1112) in MS/MS spectra. This feature could be applied to
selectively screen nucleosides from complex biological samples.

Figure 4.1 MS/MS spectra of derivatization products of adenosine reacted with
acetone (a) and acetone-d6 (b).
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Figure 4.2 MS/MS spectra of derivatization products of three nucleosides reacted
with acetone and acetone-d6.

A Q-Exactive mass spectrometer was employed to perform nucleosides screening
by using PRM model. The instrument used a quadrupole to filtrate ions that came
from the ionization source based on the inclusion list. The passed ions were broken
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in the higher-energy collisional dissociation (HCD) cell. All the fragment ions were
detected by the orbitrap mass analyzer to generate high resolution MS/MS spectra.
The isolation window of the quadrupole was set at 0.6 m/z. It means that, for a given
ion value M in the inclusion list, m/z of ions that fell within the range of M-0.3 ~
M+03 could be selected by the quadrupole. Other ions which offset the specified
values were not detected by the mass spectrometer. For example, for a given value
of 499.1608 m/z in the inclusion list, ions between 498.1608 and 499.4608
generated peaks in the chromatograms. As the total ion chromatogram (TIC) shown
in Figure 4.3a, at least 9 peaks were detected by scanning 499.1608 with the QExactive mass spectrometer. Some of them might not be nucleosides signals which
should be excluded. As mentioned above, nucleosides reacted with acetone could
form a neutral loss of 172.0736. Accordingly, peaks that had a neutral loss of
172.0736 were extracted by using the software Xcalibur. Five peaks were observed
to satisfy the criteria (Figure 4.3b). In other words, more than four peaks were
filtered out, which were not nucleosides. Based on this method, other candidate
nucleosides peaks could also be extracted. Of course, additional evidence should be
provided to confirm the results.
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Figure 4.3 TIC of the specified ion value of 499.1608 in acetone-labeling QC
samples (a), the extracted ion chromatogram with a neutral loss of 172.0736 from
the TIC (b), and the extracted ion chromatogram with a neutral loss of 178.1112 in
acetone-d6-labeling QC samples (c).

4.3.2 Confirmation of modified nucleosides with chemical isotope labeling
The primarily screening results were verified by employing acetone-d6 as
derivatization reagent to assist modified nucleosides identification. QC samples
were reacted with the same volume of acetone and acetone-d6, respectively. The
derivative products were analyzed by using Q-Exactive with PRM model. The
acquired peaks with a neutral loss of 172.0736 or 178.1112 were extracted,
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respectively. The extracted chromatograms were compared to recognize
nucleosides peaks. Because the structures of acetone-labeling and acetone-d6labeling products were similar, their chromatographic behavior was also similar.
Considering the isotope effects, retention time of acetone-d6-labeling products
might be a little shorter than acetone-labeling products. But the differences was very
minor. It meant that the retention time of the two types of products was consistent.
In addition, the volume of the derivatization reagents was the same, resulting in the
same amount of derivative products. In other words, the intensity ratio of the two
types derivative products was close to 1. Considering the instrumental error, the
ratio ranges between 0.8 and 1.2 could be recognized as reasonable.
For instance, returning to the example of ion 499.1608, five peaks were detected by
using a neutral loss scan of 172.0736 in QC samples reacted with acetone (Figure
4.3b). In the corresponding QC samples that reacted with acetone-d6, two peaks
were observed by scanning 505.1984 and extracting a neutral loss of 178.1112 from
the obtained chromatogram (Figure 4.3c). Comparing the two extracted
chromatogram, it was found that two pairs of peaks might be satisfied with the two
conditions mentioned above, which were peaks of A1, B1 and A2, B2. For each pair,
the retention time of paired peaks were close, with deviation less than 0.12 min. But
the ratios of peak area were quite different, which were 17.6 for peak A1, B1 and
1.12 for peak A2, B2. The peak area ratio of A1 and B1 was extended far beyond
the range of 0.8~1.2. So they didn’t simultaneously match the two features
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mentioned above. It meant that they didn’t present the same compound. However,
for peak A2 and B2, both the retention time and peak area ratio were satisfied with
the two criteria. Therefore, it is very likely that they represented the pair of reaction
products that generated by labeling a nucleoside with acetone and acetone-d6,
respectively.
More evidence could also be provided to support this conclusion. Due to the
elements difference of acetone and acetone-d6, the molecular weight of
derivatization products of the two compounds reacted with nucleosides was also
different. Acetone-d6-labeling nucleosides differed by 6.0376 from acetonelabeling nucleosides, which was the same as the difference of acetone and acetoned6. In addition, the two types of derivatization products should have similar MS/MS
spectra, which could also strongly support the identification. Figure 4.4 showed the
MS/MS spectra of peak A1, A2, B1 and B2. It was obvious that the MS/MS spectra
of A1 and B1 were quite different (Figure 4.4a and Figure 4.4b). It implied the
structure of the two compounds were not similar. This was further proof that they
didn’t present the same compound. However, by comparing Figure 4.4c and Figure
4.4d, it was found that most of the fragment ions of the two MS/MS spectra were
the same and the abundance distributions were similar. In the two figures, the
highest fragment ions were both 327.0872, which was generated from the precursor
ions by losing a neutral loss of 172.0736 (or 178.1112). In addition, the precursor
ions of A2 and B2 were 499.1608 and 505.1984. The difference of the couple ions
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was 6.0376, which was equal to the difference of acetone and acetone-d6. The
results implied that the chemical structure of A2 and B2 were similar. They were
derived from the same nucleosides by reacting with acetone and acetone-d6,
respectively. In other word, the pair of peaks represented one nucleoside. Based on
the information of database, the compound was identified as 2-methylthio-N6threonylcarbamoyladenosine.

Figure 4.4 Application of MS/MS spectra to assistance appraise of nucleosides. The
MS/MS spectra were corresponding to the peaks of Figure 4.3, which were labeled
with A1 (a), B1 (b), A2 (c) and B2 (d).

After synthesized all kinds of information, modified nucleosides could be
recognized by using acetone and acetone-d6 labeling method. 66 nucleosides were
identified in QC samples. After optimizing the collision energy for each compound,
a new inclusion list was generated based on their information of retention time, m/z
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values and collision energy. The list was employed to evaluate changes of modified
nucleosides in rat urine samples exposed to BPA.
4.3.3 Evaluation of modified nucleosides in rats exposed to BPA
Based on the new list, PRM method was employed to analyze rat urine samples
exposed to BPA. The raw data was processed with Xcalibur. The most abundance
fragment ions which were generated by losing a neutral group of 172.0736 from
precursor ions were used for integration of the peak areas. The areas were employed
to assess effects of BPA on the urinary nucleoside by performing multivariate data
analysis. Unsupervised PCA visually demonstrated the difference of the four groups
of samples (Figure 4.5). The results showed that BPAL group overlapped with the
control group. BPAM and BPAH were appreciably separated from the control group.
And the distance of BPAH and control groups was farther than that of BPAM and
control groups. It demonstrated that BPA had a stronger impact on rat urinary
nucleosides at high and middle does than at low does. And it had the strongest effect
on high does-exposure rats. The results indicated that the relationship of BPAL,
BPAM and BPAH groups with the control group were dose-response reactions.
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Figure 4.5 PCA score plot of four groups urine samples exposed to BPA. BPAL:
low-dose, BPAM: middle-dose, BPAH: high-dose.

The PCA score plot also implied that levels of some nucleosides changed
significantly in does-exposure groups, especially in BPAH group. Volcano plots
were applied for quick visual identification of the most-meaningful changes (Figure
4.6). Points that displayed large magnitude fold changes (larger than 1.5) as well as
high statistical significance (p < 0.05) were selected as candidates. 18 candidates
were found in BPAH group (Figure 4.6c), while 2 and 5 were found in BPAL
(Figure 4.6a) and BPAM (Figure 4.6b) groups, respectively. It indicated that BPA
exposure disturbed the levels of nucleoside more strongly in high-dose exposure
group than in low- and middle-dose groups. The results were well comparable to
that of the previous conclusion drawn from PCA score plot.
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Figure 4.6 Volcano plot analysis of differential nucleosides in each BPA-exposed
group. The fold change in modified nucleosides levels between BPA-exposed
groups and control samples was plotted on the x axis (log2 scale), and the p-value
of t-test was plotted on the y axis (–log10 scale). Compounds displayed statistical
significance (old change > 1.5 and p < 0.05) were indicated in red.

Specific to each differential nucleoside, it could find that most the nucleosides
tended to increase (Figure 4.7a, 7b, 7c and Table 4.1). The largest differential
occurred in BPAH group, for compound 5-methylaminomethyluridine, which was
57.95 times higher than in control group. In addition, 8-oxoG was detected as
significant compound in BPAH group but not in BPAL or BPAM groups. 8-oxoG
was a biomarker of RNA damage222. The content elevation of the specific
nucleoside indicated RNA was damaged under high-dose BPA exposure. The
accident may be due to increased oxidative stress induced by BPA. It was reported
that the environmental agent could induce statistically significant alterations in
ROS level in cells 223, 224. High levels of ROS oxidized RNA, primarily leading to
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single strand breaks and base modifications225. Though the attack of oxidation at
nucleic strands was random, particular residues, especially guanosine, were more
susceptible to ROS. Such hotspot sites were hit by ROS with a great chance to form
8-oxoG, resulting in the consequent loss of integrity of RNA226. The damaged RNA
was turnover or degraded to clear the 8-oxoG to protect cells from low translation
efficiency and aberrant protein products227. The released free modified nucleosides
were excreted out of the body via urine. Therefore, the damage of RNA could be
deduced reversely from the level of 8-oxoG in the urine. In the groups of BPAL and
BPAM, 8-oxoG did not show significant change, but they had the trend of
increasing (p > 0.05). These tendencies of change were related to the increase of
BPA dose (Figure 4.7d). The explanation is that the cells have a complete set of
antioxidant system, such as superoxide dismutase, peroxidase, ascorbic acid,
reduced glutathione, membrane lipid peroxidation, and so on139, 224. The production
of ROS in the body could be countered by several antioxidative mechanisms via the
system to reduce risk of oxidation-induced RNA damage. Some reports have
demonstrated that decreased levels of antioxidants were found in BPA treated rats228,
229

. However, when the oxidative stress exceeded a specified level which was far

more than the body could endure, the chance of RNA suffered from damaging
attacks greatly increased. The most immediate consequence was that the turnover
or degradation of RNA were accelerated, leading to level alteration of 8-oxoG. As
the damaged RNA was degraded, other modified nucleosides (except for 8-oxoG)
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were released from the RNA, too. Because they could not be reused by the cells,
they were also excreted to the urine. It means that while the RNA damage increased,
the levels of modified nucleosides also increased. Therefore, by detecting the
content of urinary modified nucleosides, especially 8-oxoG, the damage of RNA
caused by BPA exposure could be indirectly surveyed.

Figure 4.7 Comparison of differential nucleosides in urine samples of rats exposed
to BPA. Heat maps showed the differential nucleosides between control and lowdose exposure group (a), middle-dose exposure group (b) and high-dose exposure
group (c). And comparison of levels of 8-oxoG in the four group (d).

Table 4.1 Differential nucleosides detected in urine samples of rats exposed to BPA.
No

R.T.

.

/min

m/z

Name

Symbol

Fold

change a
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p-value b

Group

1

5.01

284.1243

Cytidine

C

1.86

0.00061

BPAL

2

4.80

312.1555

N4,N4-Dimethylcytidine

m4,4C

0.61

0.021

BPAL

3

3.62

299.1242

3-Methylpseudouridine

m3Y

2.15

0.032

BPAM

4

4.67

348.1168

N4-Acetylcytidine

ac4C

2.99

0.019

BPAM

5

5.01

284.1244

Cytidine

C

1.78

0.0025

BPAM

6

5.45

386.1561

3-(3-Amino-3-

acp3U

0.24

0.036

BPAM

acp3Y

0.36

0.0043

BPAM

carboxypropyl)uridine

7

9.49

386.1562

3-(3-Amino-3-

carboxypropyl)pseudouridine

8

6.00

324.1305

Guanosine

G

2.16

0.021

BPAH

9

3.62

299.1240

3-Methylpseudouridine

m3Y

3.92

0.041

BPAH

10

4.80

312.1557

N4,N4-Dimethylcytidine

m4,4C

2.23

0.022

BPAH

11

8.31

340.1254

8-Hydroxy guanosine

8-oxoG

1.90

0.0000073

BPAH

12

8.88

297.1446

1-(beta-D-Ribofuranosyl)-1,4-

N3

2.34

0.00031

BPAH

dihydronicotinamide

13

3.79

295.1291

Nicotinamide riboside

N1

5.36

0.00035

BPAH

14

3.79

296.1131

Nicotinate D-ribonucleoside

N2

2.71

0.0031

BPAH

15

3.24

328.1503

5-Methylaminomethyluridine

mnm5U

57.95

0.0049

BPAH

16

8.20

336.1665

2,8-Dimethyladenosine

m2,8A

3.12

0.038

BPAH

17

6.40

285.1086

Pseudouridine

Y

5.74

0.0056

BPAH
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18

6.49

372.1407

5-

cmnm5U

11.12

0.0065

BPAH

ms2t6A

3.16

0.010

BPAH

Carboxymethylaminomethyluridine

19

14.0

499.1608

2

2-Methylthio-N6-

threonylcarbamoyladenosine

20

4.06

315.1191

5-Methoxyuridine

mo5U

9.07

0.011

BPAH

21

8.67

333.1174

6-Hydroxyl-1,6-dihydropurine

N4

10.19

0.016

BPAH

acp3D

15.62

0.0034

BPAH

acp3U

4.53

0.028

BPAH

ribonucleoside

22

4.92

388.1718

3-(3-Amino-3-carboxypropyl)-5,6-

dihydrouridine

23

5.45

386.1559

3-(3-Amino-3-

carboxypropyl)uridine

24

8.35

341.1092

beta-D-3-Ribofuranosyluric acid

N6

4.34

0.012

BPAH

25

6.63

322.1516

1-Methyladenosine

m1A

0.65

0.045

BPAH

a Fold change was obtained by comparing does groups with control group, respectively.

b p-Value was obtained from t-test by comparing the does groups with control group, respectively.

In recent years, RNA damage was attracting more and more attention230-232.
However, in people or animals, direct detection of RNA damage was not easy as it
was difficult to collect tissue samples. Therefore, indirect measuring methods
became the most important means. RNA damage could be evaluated via measuring
its specific biomarker, i.e., 8-oxoG. But due to the complex components of blood
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or urine, low level and high polarity of 8-oxoG and other modified nucleosides,
sample preparation was necessary to analyze these compounds. In the paper,
derivatization method was employed to solve these issues. Acetone was used as a
derivatization reagent to block the cis-diol groups in the nucleosides. The polarity
of the reaction products decreased, leading to improvement of chromatographic
separation on reversed-phase columns. Simultaneously, in reaction process, the
samples were clean-up with the solvent of acetone by precipitating most of matrix,
including inorganic salts, proteins and other biomacromolecules. Whereafter, the
derivatized nucleosides were selectively detected by using PRM assay combining
with isotope labeling to confirm the results. The PRM assay provided a wealth of
information, such as high resolution precursor ions, high resolution MS/MS and
neutral loss of the precursor ions. These data were valuable for compound
identification. Comparing with previously reports, the current method showed
better selectivity and sensitivity. As a result, 66 nucleosides were detected in one
running, which was more than the previous reports233, 234. The results suggested that
PRM was a powerful analytical tool for the detection of modified nucleosides. By
using the method, various change trends of modified nucleosides were observed in
rats with different dose BPA exposure. Specifically, significant change of 8-oxoG
was observed in BPAH group, which proved that RNA was damaged when the dose
of BPA was beyond a certain amount. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first
time to report that BPA exposure could damage RNA. It provides new evidence for
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toxicological research of BPA exposure.
4.4 Chapter summary
In summary, a PRM method based on high resolution MS was developed to detect
urinary modified nucleosides in rats exposed to BPA. Combining with acetone
derivatization, the high specificity and sensitivity of the method enabled positive
identification of 66 nucleosides in urine samples. The level changes of the detected
nucleosides in the rats exposed to BPA were studied. Various trends of modified
nucleosides were observed with different dose BPA exposure. Specifically, the
high-dose exposure group was the most strongly affected. The biomarker of RNA
oxidation, 8-oxoG, showed significant change in this group. It proved that BPA
exposure could induce RNA damage when the dose of BPA was beyond a certain
amount. This study opened a new view on the mechanism of toxicity of BPA. It
might be valuable for the risk assessment study of BPA exposure. The results also
suggested that PRM was a powerful analytical tool for the detection of modified
nucleosides.
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Chapter 5 Urinary profiling of cis-diol-containing metabolites in rats with
bisphenol A exposure by liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry and
isotope labeling
5.1 Introduction
BPA is widely applied in daily life235. Human is constantly exposed to BPA from a
variety of sources236, 237. The common exposure sparked concern about its safety in
some consumer products and food containers. It was reported that BPA may alter
hormone regulation due to its hormone-like properties, resulting in a wide range of
diseases144, 147, 238-242. A few studies have linked the environmental contaminant
exposure to endogenous metabolic disorders150-152, 243.
Cis-diol-containing metabolites perform numerous roles in living organisms as
important intermediate metabolites and information molecules for cell recognition
and signal transduction244,245-247. BPA could alter the levels of cis-diol-containing
metabolites in organism. Although several cis-diol compounds were mentioned in
just a few articles that they were affected by BPA exposure154, 248, there were no
papers describing the effects of BPA on the profiling of cis-diol metabolites. That
may be because these metabolites were not readily detected due to their low
abundance, high polarity and serious matrix interferences in biological samples.
These characteristics made them poor separation on reversed-phase column, serious
ionic interference and low sensitivity of mass spectrometric detection. These factors
have posed a grave challenge to determine cis-diol metabolites.
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The chemical labeling was an alternative strategy to solve these problems. By
introducing lipophilic group(s) to the analytes, chemical labeling can improve the
chromatographic separation of polar or ionic compounds249, 250. Conversely, adding
ionizable functional groups to the metabolites that were hard ionization could
enhance their ionization efficiencies251, 252. Hydroxyl groups of cis-diol-containing
metabolites make these compounds very polar. Therefore, it may decrease the
polarity by introducing lipophilic groups to block the cis-diol groups to improve the
separation on reversed-phase column. In addition, chemical labeling could be
further extended to chemical isotope labeling. The method usually applies a light
chemical tag to label targeted analytes in samples and mixes them to aliquots of
comparative control samples labeled with a heavy isotopic analog. The pooled
samples were then analyzed by using liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry
(LC-MS). Due to the similar structure, the heavy- and light-labeled substrates were
co-eluted from columns. The pair of peaks has a defined mass difference which is
derived from the characteristic mass difference of the light and heavy isotopic tags.
The peak pair could be distinguished from noises and background peaks which are
detected as singlet peaks253. Based on these characteristics and advantages, the
method could be applied to overcome ion suppression, instrument drift and other
technical problems for chromatographic analysis254. The techniques were often
used for relative quantification by determining intensities ratio of peak pair255-258.
It was particularly helpful to compare differences of certain compounds which
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could not find suitable internal standard for absolute quantitation. In some case, the
techniques were employed to recognize analytes with a common functional group,
such as amine, acid, phenol, etc259-261. This method may also be used to detect cisdiol-containing metabolites by selecting a pair of proper isotope labeling reagents.
Based on the results mentioned above, acetone could selectively react with cis-diol
group of ribonucleosides to form acetonide. The reaction has been validated and
proved a robust derivatization method. Therefore, in this chapter, the method was
employed to label cis-diol metabolites with acetone and deuterium acetone
(acetone-d6) to recognize these compounds in urine samples. The results were used
to evaluate the changes of urinary cis-diol-containing metabolites in rats with BPA
exposure.
5.2 Material and methods
5.2.1 Chemicals
HPLC grade methanol and acetone were obtained from Merck (Dermstadt,
Germany). Acetone was used directly without further drying process. Water was
purified by using a Milli-Q system (Millipore, Milford, MA). Bisphenol A (BPA)
was purchased from J&K Scientific Ltd. (Beijing, China). Hexadeuteroacetone
(99.9 atom % D, acetone-d6), formic acid (HPLC grade), 70% perchloric acid
(HClO4) and other authentic standards were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO, USA).
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5.2.2 Animal models
The animal protocols and sample collection were the same as mentioned in chapter
4. Briefly, Sprague-Dawley rats were divided into four groups randomly with 5 rats
for each: control, low-dose (BPAL), middle-dose (BPAM) and high-dose (BPAH)
groups. For the four groups, 0, 10, 30 and 50 mg BPA/kg body weight were
administered every day for four days, respectively. A 24-hour urine specimen for
each rat was collected after four days of BPA administration for the analysis.
5.2.3 Sample preparation
The method used for sample preparation was the same as described in chapter 2.
Briefly, urine samples in the four groups (Control, BPAL, BPAM and BPAH) were
labeled with acetone by using HClO4 as catalyst. The derivatization products were
separated from matrix and analyzed by using LC-MS.
Quality control (QC) samples were used to recognize cis-diol metabolites from
urine. They were prepared by combining and thoroughly mixing 200 µL aliquots of
urine from each sample of BPA-exposed rats to create a pooled QC sample. 100 µL
aliquots of this pooled samples were applied to prepare multiple QC samples. The
multiple QC samples were divided into three groups (QCH, QCD and QC0) with
10 samples for each group. QCH and QCD groups were reacted with acetone and
acetone-d6, respectively, following the procedure described above. In the last step
of centrifugation, the supernatant was mixed with equal volume and used for LCMS analysis. The third group (QC0) was treated by using methanol/water (4:1, V/V)
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for protein precipitation. After centrifuged to remove the precipitation, the
supernatant was dried with a stream of nitrogen. The residue was reconstituted as
described above. The QC0 and QCH groups were compared to study the effect of
acetone labeling on the chromatographic separation.
5.2.4 Ultra-performance liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry
Sample analysis was performed by using Waters Acquity ultra-performance liquid
chromatography coupled with Waters Q-TOF Premier Mass Spectrometer (UPLCQ-TOF MS). The chromatographic separation was accomplished on a Acquity
UPLC BEH phenyl column (100 mm × 2.1 mm, 1.7 µm, Product Number:
186002885). Linearity gradient elution program was set up with the mobile phases
containing water (added 0.1% formic acid, A) and methanol (B). The initial mobile
phase was composed of 95% A and 5% B. Within 2 min, percentage of B increased
from 5% to 20%, then to 35% within 8 min, following increasing to 95% within 4
min and held for 1 min, then returned to 5% within 0.5 min and kept for 4.5 min. A
complete running took 20 min for one sample. The flow rate was 0.30 mL min-1.
The column temperature was 35 ℃. For each sample, injection volume was 10 µL.
A Q-TOF MS was used to acquire accurate mass to charge ratio (m/z). The analyte
was detected in full scan under positive ion mode. The parameters of MS method
were as follow: capillary voltage 3.5 kV, cone voltage 20 V, cone gas flow 100 L
h-1, desolvation gas flow 600 L h-1, source temperature 130 ℃, desolvation gas
temperature 350 ℃. Data was acquired with a mass range from m/z 100 to 1000 in
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centroid mode. The scan time was set at 0.2 s and interscan time 0.02 s. The lockmass was a 100 pg uL-1 leucine-enkephalin solution in acetonitrile-water (50:50,
v/v) with a flow rate of 0.05 mL min-1.
5.2.5 Data processing and statistical analysis
The raw data was converted to NetCDF format by using Databridge software. The
raw data of six group samples (QCH, QCD, Control, BPAL, BPAM and BPAH)
was processed by using XCMS online262 at the same time. After nonlinear
alignment and automatic integration, peak intensities were extracted. The variables
that presented in more than 80 % of the samples were used to build a threedimensional matrix which contained retention time (RT), m/z and associated ion
intensities. The matrix was divided into two parts (A and B). Part A contained data
of samples of QCH and QCD and part B contained samples of Control, BPAL,
BPAM and BPAH. Part A was imported into ShiftedIonsFinder263 to select
candidate labeled peaks by comparing the mass spectra in the two groups. The
specified mass difference was set at 6.0376. The parameter of Max. Fold was set to
3. The m/z difference threshold was set at 15 ppm and RT difference threshold was
0.25 min. The filter criterions were that RT difference must be smaller than 0.25
min and m/z difference must be 1 ,2 or 3 multiples of 6.0376 with a threshold
smaller than 15 ppm. By comparing samples that reacted with acetone (light labeled)
and acetone-d6 (heavy labeled), peaks in the two groups matched the filter criterions
were selected as “hits”. To calculate the intensities of peaks in the two groups, each
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hit that had intensity ratio between 0.8 and 1.2 was considered as an “ion pair” that
represented one metabolite containing cis-diol group(s). All the ion pairs were used
to build a data set for practical sample analysis.
For the samples of part B (containing samples of Control, BPAL, BPAM and
BPAH), the intensity of each peak was normalized by using the summation of
response of all metabolites in one sample. The resulting new matrix was compared
to the data set which was built from samples of QCH and QCD. Peaks that could
find in the data set were imported into SIMCA-P to perform multivariate data
analysis. Unsupervised principal component analysis (PCA) method was employed
to evaluate the difference of the four groups of samples. To highlight variables that
had significant contributions to discrimination between groups, a one-way ANOVA
was performed followed by a Least Significant Difference (LSD) test among the
groups. Variables that were significant difference (p < 0.05) and fold changes were
larger than 1.5 were selected as candidates. Subsequently, the target ions were
identified with high resolution MS/MS and confirmed by authentic standards. The
certified variables were preferentially considered as the significantly changed
compounds.
The pathway analysis (integrating enrichment analysis and pathway topology
analysis) module were performed by using MetaboAnalyst264. The metabolic
network was built by MetScape which provided a bioinformatics framework for the
visualization and interpretation of metabolomic data using Cytoscape265.
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5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Selectivity of the labeling methodology
Cis-diol-containing metabolites are widely distributed in living organisms. These
groups provide extensive functionality in biological metabolism. However, other
polyhydroxy groups, such as tran-diol and 1,3-diol, make it a challenge to
selectively determine cis-diol metabolites due to a large number of isomers. In this
study, by using chemical labeling method, cis-diol compounds were tagged with
acetone and distinguished from other polyhydroxy compounds. Comparison of
three authentic references, i.e. adenosine, deoxyadenosine and vidarabine, which
have cis-diol, trans-diol and 1,3-diol, respectively, showed that only cis-diol group
could react with acetone to form acetonide (Figure 5.1). But trans-diol and 1,3-diol
did not show any changes before and after reacting. It suggested the method had the
advantage of a high selectivity.
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Figure 5.1 Selectivity evaluation of the chemical labeling reaction by using acetone
to label (a) adenosine, (b) deoxyadenosine and (c) vidarabine. The chromatographic
separation was accomplished with ACQUITY UPLC system equipped with a PDA
detector. Ultraviolet detection was set at 260 nm.

5.3.2 Improvement of LC-MS detection after acetone labeling
The hydroxyl groups in cis-diol compounds are very polar, resulting in poor
retention on reversed-phase column. Especially for some isomers, the remarkably
similar properties caused unsatisfactory separation and made it hard to conduct
qualitative and quantitative analyses. By blocking the cis-diol with acetone, the
polarity of formed isopropylidene ketal decreased, which could be expected to
improve the chromatographic behavior of the targeted analytes. The cloud plot
(Figure 5.2) generated by XCMS, showed noticeable difference of chromatograms
of urine samples with and without acetone labeling, i.e., QCH and QC0 groups. In
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the figure, the upper bubbles represented emerging peaks in labeled samples, while
the lower bubbles represented disappearing peaks which had been reacted with
acetone. The radius scale of each bubble delegated intensity of peaks. And
significant difference of peaks between the two groups was represented with pvalue by shade of color. All the p-values were smaller than 0.001. By comparing
the two chromatograms, it was found that peaks detected in labeled samples were
much more than in directly analyzed samples. It may be ascribed to the clean-up
processing during the sample preparation. Because the samples were reacted with
acetone in anhydrous solvent, the inorganic salts, proteins and other
biomacromolecules were precipitated and removed by centrifugation. The samples
were cleansed to reduce matrix effects and ion suppression, leading to enhancement
of ionization efficiency. Therefore, more metabolites could be detected, even for
some substances with low abundance.
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Figure 5.2 Cloud plot showing difference of chromatograms of urine samples with
(upper) and without (lower) acetone labeling. The blue line corresponded to the
acetone-labeled QC sample (QCH), and the red line to the non-labeled sample, QC0.

In addition, peak number increased in acetone-labeled samples were also related to
the improvement of chromatographic separation. Introduction of acetone to cis-diol
metabolites decreased their polarity and increased retention time on reversed-phase
column. In Figure 5.2, only a small portion of peaks distributed in mid and later
sections of gradient eluting procedure (in lower area). But after reacted with acetone,
more peaks appeared in the region (in upper area). In such circumstances, analytes
were eluted by high percentage of organic mobile phase, which was conducive to
electrospray ionization and enhancement of sensitivity. Moreover, decreasing the
polarity of cis-diol-containing metabolites also contributed to separate co-eluted
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components, especially for some isomers. A simple example is that uridine and
pseudouridine, two isomers with very similar structures, had the same retention
time when they were analyzed directly (Figure 5.3a). In contrast, after reacted with
acetone, the two metabolites were baseline separation (Figure 5.3b). Differentiation
of the two substance could be realized under such condition. Furthermore, the
intensity of main peak (at 4.08 min) in acetone-labeled sample was much higher
than that in directly analyzed sample. That was consistent with previous statement.
The results demonstrated that the method could not only separate components of
closely similar properties, but also increase the intensities. It offered an available
alternative for the determination of low abundance cis-diol-containing metabolites
based on these characteristics
and advantages.
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Figure 5.3 Chromatographic separation of uridine and pseudouridine on reversedphase column. Extracted ion chromatograms of samples by direct analysis (a) and
labeling with acetone (b).
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5.3.3 Recognition of cis-diol metabolites by using stable isotope labeling
Because the chromatograms of urine samples with and without acetone were quite
different, it was not easy to identify cis-diol signals by directly comparing the two
kinds of chromatograms. Therefore, stable isotope reagent was applied to assist the
recognition of cis-diol metabolites combined with ShiftedIonsFinder software.
Acetone and acetone-d6 were used to label the same samples, respectively. The
labeled samples were mixed with equal volume and used for LC-MS analysis. First,
because of the similar structures of ordinary and deuterated acetonides, they would
be co-eluted from the column. In other words, the retention time of the two kinds
of products was consistent. Second, the molecular weight difference of acetone and
acetone-d6 is 6.0376. Therefore, based on the number of cis-diols in the molecular,
the difference of m/z was an integer multiple of 6.0376. Third, the samples were
mixed with equal volume, leading to the same peak intensities. Considering the
error of method and instrument, the intensities ratio between 0.8~1.2 was acceptable.
The three features were assessment standards to recognize “ion pair” of acetonide
and acetonide-d6 which were generated from the same compound. The filtration of
ions was performed by using ShiftedIonsFinder according to the first two features,
following with selecting ion pairs which matched to the third feature.
An example in Figure 5.4 showed the processes of recognition. A pair of peaks,
whose retention time was both at about 7.70 min (Figure 5.4a and 5.4b), was found
by ShiftedIonsFinder. The m/z of the two peaks were 278.1598 and 290.2345
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(Figure 5.4c and 5.4d), respectively. It meant that the m/z difference was about 2
times of 6.0376. And the intensity ratio was 0.98 which was very close to 1. The
data revealed that the two peaks matched the three features mentioned above. And
they represented a metabolite containing two cis-diol groups. In fact, after
confirmed by MS/MS and authentic standards, it was identified as galactose. The
results demonstrated another advantage of the method. That is, it could be used to
decide the number of cis-diols in the molecular by comparing the m/z difference of
ion pairs with 6.0376. The multiples were the number of cis-diols. The feature
reduced the workload of searching against databases. That is only those compounds
which contained cis-diol group(s) should be selected as candidates.

Figure 5.4 An example to show the processes of cis-diol metabolite recognition.
Extracted ion chromatogram (a) and its corresponding mass spectra (c) of m/z
278.1598 from sample reacted with acetone. Extracted ion chromatogram (b) and
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its corresponding mass spectra (d) of m/z 290.2345 from sample reacted with
acetone-d6.
Besides, MS/MS spectra of “ion pair” of acetonide and acetonide-d6 provided
further evidences for cis-diol metabolite recognition. Using labeled galactose as
example again, due to the similar structures, the MS/MS spectra of “ion pair” had
similar fragment ions and relative abundances (Figure 5.5). Fragment ions that
did not contain cis-diol group(s) were the same in the two kinds of MS/MS spectra,
just as ions of m/z 127.0394 (or 127.0400) and 97.0298 (or 97.0287) in Figure 5.5a
and 5.5b. By contrast, differences could be observed for these ions contained cisdiol(s), for example, ion of m/z 203.0911 in Figure 5.5a and m/z 209.1287 in Figure
5.5b. The mass difference of the two ions was 6.0376, which was equal to the
difference of acetone and acetone-d6. It implied that the ions contained one labeling
tag connecting to the cis-diol group. In other word, it was formative from the parent
ion by losing one acetone-labeled fragment (Figure 5.5c). Similarly, ion of m/z
243.1361 in Figure 5.5a and m/z 255.2022 in Figure 5.5b contained two labeling
tags. They were generated through losing the adduct of NH4+ and one molecule of
H2O from the parent ions (Figure 5.5c). Hence, a wealth of information was
acquired from these ions. They provided structural information for identification of
interest metabolites. The recognition of other cis-diol metabolites was performed
following the procedures described previously. The ion pairs that met the
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requirements (in total 945 pairs) were selected to build a data set to study the
influence of BPA exposure on cis-diol metabolites in rat urine samples.

Figure 5.5 MS/MS spectra of galactose labeled with acetone (a), acetone-d6 (b) and
the possible fragmentation behavior of acetone-labeled galactose (c). * Fragment
ions contained one labeling tag, ** fragment ions contained two labeling tags.

5.3.4 Influence of BPA exposure on cis-diol metabolites in rat urine samples
After exposed to BPA, the rat urine samples were collected for LC-MS analysis.
The samples were prepared and analyzed as described above. Via treated with
XCMS, information of ions in the previous dataset were obtained, including RT,
m/z and peak intensities. These information was imported into SIMCA-P to perform
multivariate data analysis. Unsupervised principal component analysis (PCA)
method was employed to evaluate the difference of the four groups of samples
(Figure 5.6). The summary of the fit of the PCA model was manifest with R2X and
Q2. The R2X of PC1 was 40.0% and PC2 14.5%, with a cumulative value up to
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54.5%. Correspondingly, the cumulative Q2 was 39.9% and for PC1 and PC2, the
values were 32.4% and 7.5%, respectively. The PCA score plot showed that BPAH
and BPAM groups were appreciably separated from control group, but BPAL group
overlapped the control group. It indicated that the effects of BPA on rat urine were
much stronger at high and middle does than at low does. It also implied that some
ions showed signification difference between the does-exposure and control groups.

Figure 5.6 PCA score plot of urine samples of rats exposed to BPA with low-dose
(BPAL), middle-dose (BPAM), high-dose (BPAH) and their control.

To highlight these ions, a one-way ANOVA was performed followed by a LSD test
among the groups. Ions that were significant difference (p < 0.05) and fold changes
were larger than 1.5 were selected as candidates. Subsequently, the target ions were
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identified with high resolution MS/MS and confirmed by authentic standards.
Throughout the process, 31 cis-diol metabolites were identified (Table 5.1). Only
three differential cis-diol metabolites, i.e., gulonolactone, α-D-galacturonic acid
and ribonolactone were found in BPAL group. In BPAM group, six metabolites
showed noticeable difference. But in BPAH group, up to twenty-eight metabolites
were identified with p < 0.05 and fold change > 1.5. The data demonstrated that
BPA showed strong effect on cis-diol compounds metabolism at high-dose
exposure and the effect on BPAL and BPAM group was smaller. It was in
concordance with the result of PCA discussed earlier.

Table 5.1 Differential cis-diol metabolites in rat urine samples with BPA exposure.
ID

RT.

m/z

Adducts

Δppm

Name

Fold change (vs control)

BPAL

BPAM

BPAH

1

5.77

259.1179

[M+H]+

-0.93

Gulonolactone

3.7 ***

5.1 *

3.5 ***

2

8.25

275.1121

[M+H]+

-3.5

α-D-Galacturonic acid

1.9 *

1.9 *

/

3

3.78

211.0571

[M+Na]+

-5.6

Ribonolactone

1.8 *

/

/

4

13.79

239.0912

[M+H]+

-3.0

3-(3,4-

/

3.2 *

2.2 *

Dihydroxyphenyl)lact

ate

5

13.31

274.1069

[M+Na]+

4.9

Methyldopa

/

2.5 ***

/

6

4.38

284.1230

[M+H]+

-5.7

Cytidine

/

2.4 *

2.1 *
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7

5.00

313.1383

[M+NH4]+

-5.4

Nicotinate

D-

/

3.6 *

6.1 *

ribonucleoside

8

8.92

173.0806

[M-H2O+H]+

-4.8

D-Ribose

/

/

2.2 **

9

10.75

190.0857

[M+H]+

-5.7

5,6-Dihydroxyindole

/

/

3.6 *

10

9.86

203.0905

[M-H2O+H]+

-7.3

α-D-Glucose

/

/

2.2 ***

11

8.88

203.0906

[M-H2O+H]+

-6.8

D-Mannose

/

/

1.7 *

12

1.89

215.0313

[M+K]+

-4.1

Threonate

/

/

2.9 *

13

12.64

227.0897

[M+Na]+

0.56

L-Rhamnulose

/

/

1.9 ***

14

12.64

246.1097

[M+Na]+

-3.8

(-)-Epinephrine

/

/

2.0 *

15

2.58

259.0581

[M+K]+

-1.1

Myoinositol

/

/

2.1 ***

16

2.85

262.1285

[M+NH4]+

-2.2

3-o-Ethyl-L-ascorbic

/

/

1.8 *

acid

17

7.56

269.0986

[M+Na]+

-5.7

Ribonic acid

/

/

2.1 **

18

2.01

275.0525

[M+K]+

-2.9

Gluconic acid

/

/

5.9 *

19

1.63

275.0528

[M+K]+

-1.8

L-Gulonate

/

/

8.8 *

20

6.41

278.1233

[M+H]+

-7.2

Biopterin

/

/

1.9 *

21

7.72

278.1599

[M+NH4]+

-0.67

D-Galactose

/

/

1.5 ***

22

6.84

297.1436

[M+H]+

-4.8

1-(beta-D-

/

/

1.9**

/

/

1.9 *

Ribofuranosyl)-1,4-

dihydronicotinamide

23

2.55

300.0847

[M+K]+

-0.80

N-Acetyl-D-
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galactosamine

24

9.02

301.1069

[M+K]+

5.2

Sorbitol

/

/

3.6 ***

25

4.47

309.1042

[M+Na]+

-6.8

5,6-Dihydrouridine

/

/

2.5 *

26

8.58

313.1062

[M+H]+

3.2

D-Pinitol

/

/

2.2 *

27

3.63

326.1381

[M+H]+

8.9

N4-Acetylcytidine

/

/

2.3 *

28

12.41

338.1276

[M+H]+

-3.1

5’-Deoxy-5’-

/

/

2.1 **

/

/

1.9 ***

/

/

3.2 ***

/

/

2.7 **

(methylthio)adenosine

29

12.53

382.1008

[M+NH4]+

-2.0

Uridine

monophosphate

30

9.55

453.1720

[M+H]+

-3.0

N6-Carbamoyl-L-

threonyladenosine

31

12.52

499.1607

[M+H]+

-0.76

2-Methylthio-N6-

threonylcarbamoylade

nosine

Fold change was obtained by comparing the mean value of cis-diol metabolites in different dose group with control

group. The asterisk indicated significant difference between dose group and control group. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, ***

p < 0.005.

5.3.5 Pathway analysis
To get some insight into how the BPA exposure affected cis-diol metabolites,
network building and pathway analysis was performed with the metabolites
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detected in BPAH group. Figure 5.7 showed that 13 metabolites were recognized
by the software and matched to the database to build a metabolic network. Six of
these metabolites, including D-galactose, α-D-glucose, D-sorbitol, D-mannose,
myo-inositol and uridine monophosphate were at a critical juncture. These key
nodes were related to many metabolic processes and may play important roles in
cell metabolism. The pathways that these significantly different metabolites
belonged to were studied by using MetaboAnalyst. The result showed that the most
relevant pathways influenced by BPA exposure were galactose metabolism,
fructose and mannose metabolism, ascorbate and aldarate metabolism, amino sugar
and nucleotide sugar metabolism, pyrimidine metabolism, nicotinate and
nicotinamide metabolism, and so on (Figure 5.8). Galactose metabolism showed
the highest pathway impact (p = 2.44 × 10-5) among them. Five metabolites in the
pathway were emphasized, including D-galactose, D-mannose, L-rhamnulose,
myo-inositol and α-D-glucose (Figure 5.9). The levels of these metabolites were at
least 1.5 times higher than control group. To our best knowledge, there was
currently no paper reported that BPA exposure could alter galactose metabolism.
But, some indirect evidence could explain the phenomenon. Published papers
suggested that endocrine-disrupting chemicals induced the beta-galactosidase
activity266-268. As an endocrine disruptor, BPA may also exhibit potential to activate
the expression of β-galactosidase269-271. In fact, it has been reported that the relative
estrogenic activity of BPA could be detected through a β-galactosidase colorimetric
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assay272, 273. β-Galactosidase, a hydrolase enzyme, could catalyze the hydrolysis of
beta-galactosides such as ganglioside GM1, lactosylceramides, lactose, and various
glycoproteins into monosaccharides. The most important function of the enzyme is
to cleave lactose to glucose and galactose to provide source for cell energy
metabolism. Therefore, when exposed to high-dose BPA, the activity of βgalactosidase was induced, leading to an alter the beta-galactosides’ hydrolysis to
form increase of galactose as well as other monosaccharides. The studies implied
that BPA exposure might influence galactose metabolism in some extent.

Figure 5.7 Network of the significantly differential metabolites detected in highdose BPA exposure group.
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Figure 5.8 Pathway analysis of the BPA toxic effects.

Figure 5.9 Differential metabolites in galactose metabolism pathway affected by
BPA.
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Except for galactose metabolism, other pathways, for example, amino sugar and
nucleotide sugar metabolism, pyrimidine metabolism, nicotinate and nicotinamide
metabolism were also affected by BPA (Figure 5.8). The three pathways were
closely related to the metabolism of nucleoside and its analogues. In this experiment,
nine nucleosides and its analogues were detected, including cytidine, nicotinate Dribonucleoside,

1-(beta-D-ribofuranosyl)-1,4-dihydronicotinamide,

5,6-

dihydrouridine, N4-acetylcytidine, 5’-deoxy-5’-(methylthio)adenosine, uridine
monophosphate,

N6-carbamoyl-L-threonyladenosine

and

2-methylthio-N6-

threonylcarbamoyladenosine (Table 5.1). BPA promoted the levels of these ribosecontaining substances, which was consistent basically with the previous reports154,
243

. After treated with BPA, the toxic effects of BPA made rats suffer from excessive

oxidant stress, resulting in RNA damage274. It accelerated RNA metabolism to form
increased levels of nucleosides and its analogues in urine. The pathway analysis
made a preliminary impression of effects of BPA administration on cis-diol
metabolites in rat urine samples. However, the results were adequate to support
fully understanding of the toxic effects of BPA. More data are still needed to gain
some insight into the toxic mechanism of the endocrine disruptor.
The chemical isotope labeling was often used for relative quantification by
comparing the intensities of labeled analytes. This is especially convenient when
there are only two groups of samples, because to find one isotope labeling reagent
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is fairly easy. However, if the research topic involves in multiple groups of samples,
relative quantification with isotope labeling is hard to perform. Since it is not easy
to prepare several appropriate isotope labeling reagents at the same time. Therefore,
in the study, considering the difficulty of reagent synthesis and cost, only acetone
and acetone-d6 were selected as labeling reagents to react with QC samples. After
comparing the mass spectra of light and heavy labeled samples, cis-diol signals
were recognized and used to build a data set. In the practical samples, by contrasting
level changes of signals fallen in the data set, significantly differential cis-diol
metabolites could be identified. This strategy eased the difficulty level than to
prepare multiple isotope labeling reagents. Meanwhile, using equal amounts of
reagents to label the same samples could provide more information for signal
recognition, i.e., equal intensity of signal pairs between light and heavy labeled
samples. This feature offered more evidence to conform the labeled analytes
improving the accuracy and efficiency of cis-diol metabolite identification.
It should be noticed that the list of significant metabolites found in this chapter was
somewhat different from that in Chapter 4. Especially the number of detected
nucleosides was smaller in the chapter than in Chapter 4. Probably, the differences
were mainly due to technical differences. In Chapter 5, the instrument used for cisdiol compounds screening was Q-TOF MS and the scanning mode was full scan.
While in Chapter 4, Orbitrap was employed to detect nucleosides and the detection
mode was PRM. The latter had better sensitivity and selectivity. So it could detect
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more nucleosides. But it could only provide the information of nucleosides. It could
not detect other cis-diol compounds such as carbohydrates under its used condition.
Therefore, in Chapter 5, Q-TOF MS was applied to screen all the ions of the samples
with full scan. Although its lower sensitivity resulted in losing some information of
low abundance nucleosides, other cis-diol compounds (primary carbohydrates)
were observed. Each method has its own advantage. Application of them was only
according to requirement.
5.4 Chapter summary
In summary, a chemical isotope labeling method was performed to study the effects
of BPA exposure on cis-diol metabolites. After acetone and acetone-d6 labeling,
chromatographic separation and mass spectrometry detection of cis-diol
metabolites were improved. By using the method, cis-diol metabolites were
recognized easily from urine samples. Influence of BPA exposure on these
metabolites was investigated by comparing different dose administration on rats.
Analytes showed noticeable difference were highlighted. Pathway analysis
indicated that galactose metabolism, nucleoside and its analogues metabolism were
disturbed by BPA. To our best knowledge, it is the first time to report that BPA
could alter galactose metabolism in rats. The obtained results may open a new point
for exploring the toxic effects of BPA exposure.
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Chapter 6 Strategies for quantitation of ribonucleotides in plasma using in
situ derivatization on titania and reversed-phase liquid chromatographymass spectrometry
6.1 Introduction
Ribonucleotides have distinctive structure which endows them with unique
functions and properties. They play key roles in cell regulation, cell signaling,
energy metabolism and enzymatic reactions21,25,26,27. Because of the great
importance of nucleotides in the fields of biochemistry, determination of these
metabolites provides valuable information for understanding their function in
cellular physical activities. However, there are many challenges for the detection of
nucleotides, such as serious matrix interferences, poor retention on reversed-phase
columns, in-source fragmentation, and peak tailing causing by interacting with
specific parts of the LC–MS setup275,29,276. These problems greatly limited the
detection of nucleotides. Therefore, efficient sample pre-treatment, completely
chromatographic separation and high sensitive, high selective detections
technologies are necessary for the analysis of these compounds.
A variety of sample preparation and detection techniques have been developed to
analyze nucleotides. For sample preparation, Solid-phase extraction (SPE), strong
Anion Exchange (SAX) SPE, combined phenol-chloroform LLE and ion-pair
reverse phase SPE, or weak anion exchange (WAX) SPE34,33,31,32,35. However, the
limitation of the methods was that it was poor selectivity, low recoveries, laborious
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and time-consuming to perform multiple extraction and sample transfer steps, and
fairly high cost for per sample. Therefore, a rapid, high efficient method for sample
pre-treatment is still a major bottleneck for extracting nucleotides with good
reproducibility and recovery. For chromatographic separation, methods included
RPLC with UV detection by adding phosphate buffer to the mobile phases36, strong
anion exchange (SAX) columns combined with high concentrations of non-volatile
salt buffer37, LC-MS/MS with volatile ion-pairing agents as mobile phase40,41.
Although the methods could achieve good separation for nucleotides, the
incompatibility of the mobile phase or persistent residues ion-pair agents caused
contamination of the mass spectrometer, resulting in significant signal suppression
and requiring frequent cleanings of ionization source42,43. Therefore, a suitable LCMS method is eager for sensitive and selective detection of nucleotides under
acceptable chromatographic condition with low concentration and volatile buffer
salts, but without using ion-pairing agents.
Titania (TiO2, also known as titanium dioxide) is an amphoteric compound. It has
great mechanical strength and chemical stability, as well as excellent resistance to
acid and alkali (pH 1~14)277. It acts as an anion exchanger at low pH and a cation
exchanger at high pH278. It means that it can be used as a Lewis acid or a Lewis
base. It showed ion-exchange and ligand-exchange properties to charged
compounds. In particular, it plays a selective adsorption role with respect to
phosphate compounds such as phosphorylated proteins and peptides, nucleic acids
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and its intermediates, phospholipids, etc279, 280. So as a new separated medium, TiO2
has a good application prospect. In recent years, TiO2 has been widely applied in
the study of posttranslational modification of proteins. It was often used to
selectively enrich and extract phosphorylated proteins and peptides in biological
samples281. However, publications were very limited about the utilization of the
material on small molecules containing phosphate groups, such as nucleotides282.
Due to the huge potential of TiO2 in phosphorylated compounds adsorption, it is
very feasible to employ this material to selectively extract nucleotides from a
complex biometrics. After extraction, considering the high polarity of nucleotides,
derivatization could be performed to the targeted compound to improve their
retention on reversed-phase columns.
Therefore, in this study, TiO2 was used as packing materials to prepare microcolumns for the selective adsorption metabolites containing phosphate groups.
Then, in situ derivatization was performed on the surface of TiO2. Reaction
products were analyzed by using reversed-phase liquid chromatography-mass
spectrometry. The method was applied to measure twelve ribonucleotides in plasma
of rats exposed to BPA.
6.2 Material and methods
6.2.1 Chemicals and materials
HPLC grade methanol (MeOH) and acetonitrile (ACN) were obtained from Merck
(Dermstadt, Germany). Bisphenol A (BPA) was purchased from J&K Scientific Ltd.
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(Beijing, China). Fetal bovine serum (FBS) was obtained from Gibco (Thermo
Fisher Scientific). The following compounds were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO, USA): 1,1-Dimethoxycyclohexane (DMCH, 99%), formic acid
(FA, HPLC grade), 70% perchloric acid (HClO4), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA),
ammonium bicarbonate (> 99%), ammonium hydroxide solution (28% NH3 in H2O,
≥ 99.99%), adenosine 5’-triphosphate disodium salt hydrate (ATP, 99%), adenosine
5’-diphosphate sodium salt (ADP, ≥ 95%), adenosine 5’-monophosphate sodium
salt (AMP, ≥ 99%), guanosine 5’-triphosphate sodium salt hydrate (GTP, ≥ 95%),
guanosine 5’-diphosphate sodium salt (GDP, ≥ 96%), guanosine 5’-monophosphate
disodium salt hydrate (GMP, ≥ 99%), cytidine 5’-triphosphate disodium salt (CTP,
≥ 95%), cytidine 5’-diphosphocholine sodium salt dehydrate (CDP, ~98%),
cytidine 5’-monophosphate disodium salt (CMP, ≥ 99%), uridine 5’-triphosphate
trisodium salt hydrate (UTP, ≥ 96%), uridine 5’-diphosphoglucuronic acid
trisodium salt (UDP, 98-100%), uridine 5’-monophosphate disodium salt (UMP, ≥
99%). Internal standard (IS) was adenosine-15N5 5’-diphosphate sodium salt (98
atom %
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N, 90%, ADP-15N5). Water was purified by using a Milli-Q system

(Millipore, Milford, MA).
TiO2 beads were obtained from GL sciences Inc. (Cat.No.: 5020-75010, 10 µm).
Hydropholic UHMW-PE frits were provided by Biocomma (Cat.No.: BF066-1602, diameter 6.6 mm, thickness 1.6 mm, pore size 5 μm, Shenzhen, China). Pipette
tips (200 μL, yellow color) were obtained from Brand (Germary).
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Composition of working solution were as follow: Loading solution: 25% H2O, 75%
ACN and 5% FA. Washing solution 1: 50% H2O, 50% ACN and 2% FA. Washing
solution 2: H2O contained 5% MeOH. Eluting solution: H2O contained 10% MeOH
and 10 mM NH4HCO3 (pH = 10.5).
6.2.2 Preparation of packed TiO2 micro-columns
The schematic of micro-columns preparation was shown in Figure 6.1. The
UHMW-PE frits were cut into about 0.5 mm pieces. The pieces were put at the cusp
of the 200 μL pipette tip as a filter. TiO2 beads were stirred and suspended at
ACN/H2O (80/20, V/V) with a final concentration of 10 mg mL-1. 200 μL of the
suspension was then loaded to the tip (about 2 mg TiO2 per tip). After 30 minutes'
standing, the packed tips were centrifuged at 1,000 × g for 3 min. Then 100 μL
ACN/H2O (80/20, V/V) was added to the tips. After rotating the tips 180 degrees,
the packed tips were centrifuged at 1,000 × g for 3 min once again. This process
was repeated for 3 times to compress TiO2 beads. The obtained TiO2 micro-columns
were activated by washing them with 200 μL 1 M NaOH and 200 μL 1 M HCl and
200 μL Loading solution. The activated micro-columns were used for method
optimization and sample preparation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 6.1 The schematic of micro-columns preparation. (a) TiO2 beads. (b)
UHMW-PE frits. (c) Pieces of the frits. (d) 200 μL pipette tip. (e) A tip with a filter
at the cusp. (d) Packed tips with TiO2.

6.2.3 Optimization of the loading and eluting conditions
Both the loading and eluting conditions were optimized, respectively. An AMP
solution at a concentration of 5 μM was chosen as the test solution. When
optimizing the loading conditions, FA was added to the AMP solution to adjust the
pH values. The test solution (100 μL) was loaded to the micro-columns. The microcolumn was centrifuged at 1,000 × g for 20 min, and then rinsed with 100 μL of
washing solution 1 and 100 μL of washing solution 2 via centrifuging at 3,000 × g
for 10 min. After that, the micro-columns were eluted with 100 μL of Eluting
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solution via centrifuging at 1,000 × g for 20 min. When optimizing the eluting
conditions, the micro-columns which had adsorbed AMP under the optimized
loading condition were eluted with different volume of Eluting solution. All the
eluates were analyzed by ultraviolet detection at 260 nm.
6.2.4 Selectivity evaluation of the micro-columns
The model solution used to evaluate the selectivity of the tip micro-columns
contained 5 μM AMP, A and 5% FA. A was used as interfering structural analogue
and its concentration was 0.1, 1.0, 10 and 100 times of AMP. The model solution
(100 μL of each) was loaded the micro-column and rinsed with 100 μL of washing
solution 1 and 100 μL of washing solution 2, respectively. Then it was eluted with
100 μL of eluting solution. The eluates were analyzed by ultraviolet detection at
260 nm.
6.2.5 Adsorption capacity evaluation of the micro-columns
The solution contained 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 2000 μM of AMP and
5% FA was used as the model to evaluate the adsorption capacity of the tip microcolumns. The solution (100 μL of each) was loaded to the micro-column and rinsed
with 100 μL of washing solution 1 and 100 μL of washing solution 2, respectively.
Then it was eluted with 100 μL of eluting solution. The eluates were diluted by 10
times and detected by ultraviolet detection at 260 nm.
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6.2.6 Optimization of the derivatization conditions
The solution included AMP (or ADP or ATP) at concentrations of 5 μM was used
as the model to optimize the in situ derivatization conditions on the tip microcolumns. The nucleotides were loaded to the micro-columns and washed with 100
μL of washing solution 1 and 100 μL of washing solution 2, respectively. Then 100
μL of ACN was used to carry the water away on the micro-columns. Derivatization
reagents which contained DMCH and FA were added to block the cis-diol groups
of the nucleotides. The residual derivatization reagents were washed with 100 μL
ACN. The residual ACN was washed with 100 μL washing solution 2. The
nucleotides were eluted with 100 μL eluting solution. The released nucleotides were
detected by ultraviolet detection at 260 nm. The ratios of DMCH/FA and the
volume of derivatization reagents were optimized. When optimizing the ratios of
DMCH/FA, 0.2 mL of derivatization reagents were used. Based on the obtained
ratio, the volume of derivatization reagents was optimized.
6.2.7 Preparation of calibration standards and QC solutions
The stock solution contained 12 ribonucleotides. It was prepared as follows: first,
pipetted all of the standard solutions (10 mg mL-1), each 100 μL, and transferred
them into a centrifuge tube (total volume 1.2 mL for 12 compounds), and then
adding 0.8 mL water to the tube to obtain a concentration of 50 μg mL-1 for each
compound. FBS was used as matrix and was spiked with the stock solution of
ribonucleotides to achieve the following calibration standard concentrations: 0.050,
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0.10, 0.50, 1.0, 5.0 and 10 μg mL-1. Quality control (QC) samples, with the
concentration of 0.10, 1.0, and 10 μg mL-1, were also prepared in the same way and
were run in each assay.
6.2.8 Sample preparation
0.05 mL of IS was pooled into 0.05 mL of calibration standard or QC solutions. 0.3
mL ACN and 0.02 mL FA was added to the sample. Then, the sample was vigorous
vortex for 30 s and centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 10 min at 4 °C to remove the
precipitation. The supernatant was loaded to the activated micro-columns. After
washing with 0.2 mL of washing solution 2, the micro-columns were washed with
0.2 mL ACN to carry the water away. 0.2 mL DMHC/FA (1:1, V/V) was used as
derivatization reagents to block the cis-diol groups of the nucleotides. The residual
derivatization reagents were washed with 0.2 mL ACN. The residual ACN was
washed with 0.2 mL washing solution 2. The nucleotides were eluted with 0.06 mL
eluting solution 1 for three times. The eluates were combined and centrifuged at
12,000 ×g for 10 min at 4 °C to remove any possible particles. The supernatant was
analyzed by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS).
6.2.9 Method validation
Quantitative analysis of 12 ribonucleotides was performed to validate the method.
Calibration of the method was performed by analyzing the derivate working
solutions to establish calibration curves. The limit of detection (LOD) and limit of
quantification (LOQ) of this method were defined as the concentration where the
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signal-to-noise ratio of one peak was 3 and 10, respectively. Recoveries of all the
ribonucleotides were evaluated by analyzing QC samples. Stability of four
nucleoside derivatives were evaluated by analyzing the QC samples in five replicate
runs. The intra-day stability was performed with a 4 h interval in the same day. And
inter-day stability was determined after the samples were stored at −20 °C for 72 h.
6.2.10 Detection of nucleotides in plasma of rats exposed to BPA
Twenty female Sprague-Dawley rats (180-220 g) were used as model animals. They
were housed in a standard animal facility as described previously. Briefly, rats were
randomly and equally divided into four groups as control, and low, middle and high
dose BPA-exposed groups (referred to as simply control, BPAL, BPAM and BPAH
groups). The four groups of rats were administered 0, 10, 30 and 50 mg BPA/kg
body weight (in corn oil) per day, respectively. After four days’ BPA exposure, rats
were sacrificed. The blood samples were collected and centrifuged at 2500 × g for
10 min (4 °C). The plasma samples (supernatants) were used for nucleotides
analysis. The samples were prepared as the same as the calibration standard and QC
solutions.
6.2.11 Ultra-performance liquid chromatography
Waters ACQUITY UPLC system coupled with a Waters Acquity™ BEH C18
column (50 mm × 2.1 mm, 1.7 μm) was applied for chromatographic separation.
The mobile phases were water containing 10 mM NH4HCO3 at pH = 10.5 (A) and
methanol (B). Linearity gradient elution program was as follow: increased from 10%
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B to 15% within 1.5 min, then to 25% within 2.5 min, following increasing to 95%
within 2.5 min, then returned to 10% within 0.3 min and held for 3.2 min. Total
running time was 10 min. The flow rate was 0.30 mL min−1. The column
temperature was set at 30 °C for all analyses. Injection volume was 10 μL. For
method optimization, samples were analyzed by an ACQUITY UPLC Photodiode
Array (PDA) Detector at 260 nm.
6.2.12 Mass spectrometry
Ribonucleotides quantitation was performed by employing a Waters TQ detector
(Waters, Manchester, UK) equipped with an electrospray ion source (ESI). Data
was acquired in positive ion mode and in multiple reaction monitoring (MRM)
scanning mode. The capillary voltage was set at 3.00 kV. Ion source temperature
and desolvation gas temperature were 130 °C and 450 °C, respectively. Desolvation
gas flow was 1000 L h−1. Cone gas flow was 150 L h−1. Dwell time was 0.05 s. The
precursor to product ion transitions, cone voltage, and collision energy for each
analyte were listed in Table 6.1. Waters QuanLynx software was used for data
processing, using peak area ratio (compared to IS) for quantification.

Table 6.1 Ion transitions for MRM scan of ribonucleotide derivatives and IS.

Ribonucleotides

Adenosine nucleotides

Parent Daughter Cone

Collision

ion

ions

(V)

Energy

428

136

30

30

Abbreviation

AMP
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Guanosine nucleotides

Cytidine nucleotides

Uridine nucleotides

Internal standards

ADP

508

136

30

30

ATP

588

136

30

40

GMP

444

152

30

25

GDP

524

152

30

25

GTP

604

152

30

30

CMP

404

112

30

20

CDP

484

112

30

20

CTP

564

112

35

20

UMP

405

177

30

25

UDP

485

177

30

25

UTP

565

177

35

35

ADP-15N5

513
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30

30

6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 Performance evaluation of micro-columns
TiO2 is a common amphoteric metal oxide. It is a Lewis base under acidic
conditions while Lewis acid under alkaline conditions. Under acid condition, it can
form reversible complexes of five or six-membered cyclic esters with the hydroxyl
of phosphate groups, and the complexes could be dissociated if the conditions are
switched to alkaline283. Therefore, the pH value would greatly affect the
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performance of TiO2. For the best performance, both the loading and eluting
conditions were optimized for maximize efficiencies of extraction with TiO2
packing micro-columns. Different proportion of FA in the loading solutions were
tested. It was found that when the proportion of FA was greater than 3%, the
adsorption ability of the micro-columns was the best and the adsorptive rate reached
99.0% (Figure 6.2). Considering the complexity of biological samples, in particular,
plasma samples showed buffer capacity, 5% FA was chosen to ensure that the
loading solution had enough acidity. In the process of elution, the eluent containing
5% methanol and 10 mM NH4HCO3 in water (pH = 10.5) was used, rather than
common eluent containing ammonia. This purpose was to make the composition of
elution consistent with the initial mobile phase, which could be directly injected for
LC-MS analysis. Several eluting modes were compared. It was found that when the
micro-columns were eluted with 60 μL eluting solution for 3 times, more than 98%
targeted compounds could be recovered (Figure 6.3). When the volume of eluting
solution was larger than 60 μL (80 or 100 μL), the recoveries were equivalents. To
minimize the volume of eluting solution, the mode, i.e., eluting with 60 μL eluting
solution for 3 times was selected. As a result, the optimal loading condition was the
sample solution containing 5% FA. And the targeted compounds were eluted from
the micro-columns with 60 μL eluting solution for 3 times.
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Figure 6.2 The effect of formic acid concentration on the micro-column adsorption.

Figure 6.3 The effect of eluting models on the micro-column desorption.
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Under such conditions, the adsorption capacity of TiO2 material was evaluated by
using AMP as model solution. The results showed that the maximum adsorption
capacity was 363 μM AMP per milligram TiO2 (Figure 6.4). To study the specificity
of TiO2 materials for phosphorylated compounds, solutions contained AMP and its
interfering structural analogue, adenosine, were treated with micro-columns.
Results showed that under different disturbance, TiO2 revealed high affinity to
AMP, even the concentration of interferent up to 100 times (Figure 6.5). It
illustrated that TiO2 had very high selectivity for the extraction of phosphorylated
compounds. It could be applied to isolate nucleotides from the complex plasma
samples.

Figure 6.4 The evaluation of adsorption capacity of the micro-column.
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Figure 6.5 Chromatograms of the mixture of adenosine monophosphate and the
interfering molecule, adenosine. Analyzed (α) directly and (β) after enrichment by
the micro-column with molar ratios of 1:0.1, 1:1, 1:10 and 1:100.

6.3.2 Evaluation of in situ derivatization on TiO2
TiO2 material adsorbed ribonucleotides via affinity of phosphate groups. The cisdiol groups of the ribonucleotides were free. Therefore, they could be derived
through chemical reaction. In this experiment, DMCH was chosen as derivatization
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reagent and FA as catalyst. Because it was an exothermic reaction, low temperature
was propitious to promote the reaction. Therefore, in the whole process of sample
preparation, the temperature was set to 4 °C. AMP was used as a model compound
to optimize the dosage of derivatization reagent and catalyst. The results showed
that when the volume ratio of DMCH and FA was 1.5:1, and the dosage of
FA/DMCH was 200 μL, the derived results were the best. More than 90.0% of the
AMP was converted to the corresponding derivative product (Figure 6.6).

Figure 6.6 Optimization of in situ derivatization conditions. (a) Volume ratio of
formic acid (FA) and 1,1-Dimethoxycyclohexane (DMCH). (b) Total volume of
FA/DMCH with a ratio of 1.5:1.
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The catalyst used in the reaction was a moderate acid, but not strong acids such like
perchloric acid, hydrochloric acid or sulfuric acid which were commonly applied
in similar reaction in organic synthesis284. This mild reaction condition could avoid
the degradation of the instability nucleotides. It was manifested as no other byproducts were generated in the reaction, i.e., a single product peak in the
chromatogram (Figure 6.7). The reaction product was confirmed by high resolution
mass spectrometry. The results showed that detected molecular weight was
428.1331, which was accorded with the theoretical value and the fragment ions
were also matched (Figure 6.8). Similarly, the reaction efficiency of ATP, ADP and
other ribonucleotides with different base was also higher than 90.0%, which was
better than the same reactions in organic synthesis285. In addition, by comparing the
AMP and dAMP, it was found that only AMP could react with DMCH but dAMP
could not. That means the reaction was selective to cis-diol-containing compounds.
Accordingly, ribonucleotides could be isolated from deoxyribonucleotides.
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Figure 6.7 Chromatogram of AMP reacted with DMCH.
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Figure 6.8 High resolution MS (a) and MS/MS (b) spectra of derivatization product
of AMP with DMCH.
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6.3.3 Evaluation of recoveries
Further, the method was validated through quantitative analysis of 12 nucleotides.
In the linearity study, All the correlation coefficients for the analyte were greater
than 0.98, which indicated acceptable linearity (Table 6.2). The LOD of this method
ranged from 0.0012 to 0.072 μg mL−1 and LOQ from 0.0033 to 0.22 μg mL−1. The
results demonstrated that the method was sensitive enough for nucleotide detection.
The recoveries of the compounds were ranged from 87.4 to 94.4%. These values
were consistent with the derivatization reaction efficiency as mentioned above. This
suggested that the loss of the recoveries should be attributed to the incomplete
derivative reaction. In the other sample preparation steps, i.e., adsorption, washing
and elution processes, nucleotides adsorbed on the surface of the TiO2 gave no
significant loss. The results indicated that the assay was reproducible and robust. It
could be employed to determine ribonucleotides in plasma samples.

Table 6.2 Validation of the derivatization method.
Recovery
Compound

Cure

r

LOQ

LOD

(μg mL-1)

(μg mL-1)

2

Mean

RSD

(%)

(%)

AMP+DMCH

y=0.9247x-0.1098 0.9916

0.0033

0.0012

90.2

3.3

ADP+DMCH

y=1.1276x-3.551

0.071

0.025

92.3

6.7

0.9842
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ATP+DMCH

y=0.9989x-5.262

0.9927

0.18

0.053

91.5

10.5

y=0.9506x-1.107

0.9917

0.0046

0.0017

91.0

9.5

GDP+DMCH

y=1.264x-5.068

0.9869

0.12

0.055

94.4

5.8

GTP+DMCH

y=1.103x-5.951

0.9901

0.20

0.065

92.0

6.1

UMP+DMCH

y=0.9274x-2.603

0.9909

0.0091

0.0033

88.9

2.9

UDP+DMCH

y=1.152x-5.356

0.9878

0.13

0.047

89.8

4.3

UTP+DMCH

y=0.9880x-6.083

0.9904

0.22

0.066

90.5

7.0

CMP+DMCH

y=0.9263x-0.9141 0.9958

0.0047

0.014

87.4

3.3

0.15

0.072

89.2

7.1

0.085

0.022

88.5

8.0

GMP +
DMCH

CDP+DMCH
CTP+DMCH

y=1.619x-4.191

0.9962

y=0.89993x-4.156 0.9845

r2: Correlation coefficient.

6.3.4 Evaluation of chromatographic separation and MS detection
When analyzing nucleotides with LC-MS, in-source fragmentation of these
compounds required baseline separation to avoid mutual interference. But
separation with reversed-phase LC faced great challenges duo to their high polarity.
As illustrated in Figure 6.9, all the peaks of nucleotides were overlapped, forming
a broad peak at early time point of the chromatogram. It displayed the poor retention
of these compounds. By introducing a nonpolar group into the molecule, the
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polarity of nucleotides decreased, leading to better retention on reversed-phase
columns. Although baseline separation of all the nucleotides was not yet realized,
completely separation of nucleotides with the same base was achieved as showed
in Figure 6.10. And based on the high selectivity of MRM mode, nucleotides
contained different bases did not interfere with each other. Under this situation, insource fragmentation would not affect the quantitation of these compounds.
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Figure 6.9 Chromatograms of ribonucleotides (a) and their derivatization products
with DMCH (b). Compounds: 1-CTP, 2-UTP, 3-UDP, 4-CDP, 5-UTP, 6-CTP, 7GTP, 8-GDP, 9-GMP, 10-ATP, 11-ADP and 12-AMP.
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Figure 6.10 Chromatograms of ribonucleotides with the same base. (a) Cytidine
nucleotides, (b) uridine nucleotides, (c) adenosine nucleotides and (d) guanosine
nucleotides.

The pH values of mobile phase had great effect on the chromatographic separation.
As shown in Figure 6.11(a), peak tailing was serious when the mobile phase was
acidic. To settle the problem, high pH mobile phase was employed for gradient
elution. As the pH increased, tailing was eliminated. When the pH was 10.5, sharp
and symmetric peaks were observed for each nucleotide (Figure 6.11(c)). In
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addition, comparing the chromatograms obtained with different pH mobile phase,
it was found that the higher the pH, the better peak intensities. It meant that
improvement of peak shape could enhance the detection sensitivity. It could help
reduce the demand for sample size.
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Figure 6.11 Separation of ribonucleotide derivatization products with mobile phase
at pH 3.0 (a), 8.7 (b) and 10.5 (c).
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The improvement of chromatographic separation was also contributed to MS
detection. After derivatization, longer retention time of ribonucleotides could make
them stagger the interference from other polar metabolites, which were eluted at the
forepart of gradient, such as deoxyribonucleotides. This could reduce matrix effects.
In addition, in the mid and latter stages of the gradient, high proportion of organic
solvent in mobile phase may enhance ionization efficiency of the analyte. Moreover,
comparing the chromatograms obtained with different pH mobile phase, it was
found that the higher the pH, the better peak intensities. It meant that improvement
of peak shape could also enhance the detection sensitivity. Based upon the
interaction of all of these factors, the sensitivity of mass spectrometry could be
improved.
6.3.5 Quantification of ribonucleotides in plasma samples of rats exposed to
BPA
The method was applied to quantify ribonucleotides in plasma samples of rats
exposed to BPA. Table 6.3 showed that BPA administration had some effects on
these metabolites. Especially, compounds of AMP, ATP and CDP showed
significant decrease in BPAH group compared to control group. This showed that
BPA exposure altered the energy charge in rats, resulting in disorder of energy
metabolism. It also suggested that BPA was an energy balance disruptor, which was
consistent with previous reports.286
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The concentration variations of a given nucleotide within a group were a little large.
It might be due to individual differences. The effects of BPA exposure might have
different effects on the energy metabolism of rats. Even the dose of BPA was the
same, each rat might display different response to the hormone disruptor. The factor
made the concentration variations of a given nucleotide large within a group.

Table 6.3 Concentrations of nucleotides in control and BPA-treated rat plasma.
Compound

Control

BPAL

BPAM

BPAH

AMP

27.85 ± 6.65

28.33 ± 14.78

20.38 ± 6.21

18.43 ± 3.84*

ADP

59.32 ± 32.24

53.87 ± 22.49

50.68 ± 15.42

46.86 ± 18.88

ATP

382.41 ± 108.49

291.95 ± 132.53

363.07 ± 171.51

177.85 ± 26.76*

GMP

4.57 ± 1.81

4.06 ± 1.76

3.68 ± 1.14

3.91 ± 1.20

GDP

9.31 ± 4.35

7.87 ± 4.32

6.34 ± 2.45

6.00 ± 2.46

GTP

68.25 ± 64.03

50.86 ± 29.75

66.33 ± 30.95

30.08 ± 20.51

CMP

20.30 ± 10.88

39.48 ± 18.95

14.50 ± 2.36

28.35 ± 7.93

CDP

4.47 ± 0.97

3.62 ± 2.01

3.24 ± 1.49

1.90 ± 1.10*

CTP

29.15 ± 20.05

16.67 ± 12.55

21.84 ± 19.49

26.50 ± 15.98

UMP

7.09 ± 5.71

4.88 ± 3.85

4.41 ± 1.94

4.35 ± 3.89

UDP

3.57 ± 0.98

3.60 ± 2.55

2.81 ± 1.56

4.03 ± 3.30
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UTP

18.02 ± 12.00

15.61 ± 12.47

12.22 ± 5.61

16.20 ± 6.43

*p < 0.05. p-value of t-test obtained by comparing BPA treated groups with control.
Concentration unit: μM.
Five biological replicate samples were used for each group.

6.3.6 Discussion
The phosphate and cis-diol groups of ribonucleotides are the key factors that affect
their retention on reversed-phase columns. Therefore, it should focus on the two
factors to develop methods for the improvement of chromatographic separation of
nucleotides. First, based on the features that TiO2 could selectively adsorb
phosphorylated compounds, the nucleotides were extracted from the complex
matrixes. Then the mobile phase was adjusted to high pH value. Under the condition,
the phosphate groups were ionized, reducing their interactions with LC-MS system.
For the cis-diol groups, it was protected via derivatization with DMCH. Due to the
selectivity of the reaction, ribonucleotides and deoxyribonucleotides were
distinguished. At the same time, the reaction induced a nonpolar group to the
ribonucleotides to block the cis-diol groups. It also reduced the interaction of the
hydroxyl groups with LC-MS system, avoiding peak tailing, spreading and
bifurcation. Meanwhile, introducing of the nonpolar groups enhanced the retention
of ribonucleotides on reversed-phase columns. Therefore, ribonucleotides with the
same base could reach baseline separation, avoiding interference caused by in164

source fragmentation. It enhanced the accuracy of the qualitative and quantitative
analysis. The improvement of retention and peak shape could increase the
sensitivity of mass spectrometry and reduce the demand for sample size.
In addition, TiO2 extraction combined with derivatization made the sample
processing simple and easy to carry out. The TiO2 material was manufactured in
micro-columns, which could be used for small amount samples. It was very
practical for cells, blood, tissues and other samples which were difficult to collect.
In addition, by using micro-columns, batch operation was probably preferable. So
it was convenient to test large numbers of samples simultaneously.
The micro-columns also provided an appropriate venue for derivatization reaction.
To keep anhydrous conditions was the most important factor for the reaction. In
general cases, the water in samples should be freeze-dried with lyophilizers or dried
under nitrogen. This was very time-consuming. In addition, the derivatization
reagents and catalysts also needed to be separated from the reaction products to
ensure compatibility with LC-MS systems. Usually, it required steps of
neutralization, desalination, drying and redissolving, which were inconvenient and
time consumption, too. In this approach, however, TiO2 could firmly adsorbed
phosphorylated compounds, even in organic solvent. Therefore, the water in
samples could be carried off by using acetonitrile to wash the micro-columns,
creating a non-water environment for the derivatization reaction. Similarly, after
the reaction, derivatization reagents and catalysts were taken away by acetonitrile,
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without needing neutralization, desalination and drying. It greatly simplified the
process of operation steps. Moreover, phosphorylated compounds could be
adsorbed by the TiO2 in the acidic medium. And the derivatization was a typical
acid catalyst reaction. That is to say, during the derivatization, the targeted analyte
could retain on the surface of the TiO2 material, but not be released to the solvent,
avoiding decreasing of recoveries. And finally, reaction products were eluted with
alkaline elution solution, in which the products were stable. The comprehensive
effect of these factors made the selective extraction and derivatization reaction be
conducted on the same carrier. It ensured the operability and the processing speed
while maintaining selectivity and stability for the extraction of ribonucleotides.
6.4 Chapter summary
In short, a quantitative method of nucleotides was established in this article. Tip
micro-columns were prepared with TiO2. The micro-columns were used for
selective adsorption of the nucleotides in the plasma. Then in-situ derivatization
were carried out to change the polarity of targeted compounds, following with LCMS analysis of the derivative products without using ion-pairing reagents. This
method exhibited a high selectivity for the extraction of nucleotides. After
derivatization, retention of nucleotides on reversed-phase C18 column was
improved. Complete separation of nucleotides with the same base was achieved.
The peak shape was symmetrical and the tailing was eliminated by using high pH
mobile phase. The method settled the problems of nucleotide detection, which were
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poor retention, trailing, in-source fragmentation and contamination of ion-pairing
reagents. The quantitative method was successfully applied to determine the content
of ribonucleotides in rats’ plasma exposed to BPA. It was simple and fast, as well
as good selectivity and stability. It could be extended to detection of other
phosphorylated metabolites with similar structure.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Studies
In this project, chemical derivatization methods were developed for cis-diolcontaining metabolite detection by using liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry.
These methods were optimized and validated to achieve the optimal reaction
conditions. Then they were applied for qualitative and quantitative analysis of cisdiol-containing metabolites in biological samples, including HCC and BPA
exposure samples.
Firstly, the derivatization reaction of ribonucleosides with acetone was optimized
and validated. The reaction temperature was discovered as the key factor affected
reaction efficiency. The results of validation showed that the approach had good
linearity, accuracy, precision and recoveries. It indicated that the assay was
reproducible. The robust method should be potentially useful for the analysis of
modified nucleosides and other cis-diol-containing metabolites in biological
samples.
Then, the validated method was applied to determine urinary ribonucleosides by
LC-MS. This method not only improved the retention of modified nucleosides on
reversed-phase column, but also reduced the matrix effect and enhanced detection
sensitivity of mass spectrometry. Combined with isotope labeling and multivariate
statistical analysis, 56 ribonucleosides were positively identified. The practical, fast
and effective method was applied to study the level changes of urinary modified
nucleosides in nude mice bearing HCC. Some of them were identified as
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significantly changed biomarkers.
Subsequently, this approach was improved by employing PRM method based on
high resolution MS to detect urinary modified nucleosides in rats exposed to BPA.
The technology showed higher specificity and sensitivity. More nucleosides were
identified in urine samples by using the method. The changes of these modified
nucleosides were studied in the rats exposed to BPA. Various trends of the
compounds were observed with different dose BPA exposure. Specifically, the highdose exposure group was the most strongly affected. The biomarker of RNA
oxidation, 8-oxoG, showed significant change in this group. It proved that BPA
exposure could induce RNA damage when the dose of BPA was beyond a certain
amount.
Except for modified nucleosides, other cis-diol-containing metabolites were also
studied by using the derivatization method. By using acetone and acetone-d6
labeling, cis-diol metabolites were easily recognized from urine samples.
Application of the method showed that different dose administration of BPA on rats
had diverse influence on cis-diol-containing metabolites. Some analytes with
noticeable difference were highlighted. Pathway analysis indicated that these
metabolites belonged to galactose metabolism, nucleoside and its analogues
metabolism.
The derivatization method was extended to quantify ribonucleotides in plasma
samples. Tip micro-columns prepared with TiO2 were used for selective adsorption
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of nucleotides and to perform in-situ derivatization. The targeted compounds were
analyzed by LC-MS without using ion-pairing agents. The method settled the
problems of traditional methods for nucleotide detection. The peak shape was
symmetrical and the tailing was eliminated. It exhibited high selectivity of
extraction and good retention on reversed-phase column. The method was simple
and fast, as well as good selectivity and stability. It was successfully applied to
quantify ribonucleotides in plasma samples of rats exposed to BPA.
To our best knowledge, it was the first time to detect cis-diol-containing metabolites
by using derivatization methods with acetone or dimethyl ketal. The methods may
be extended to determine other cis-diol-containing metabolites in biological
samples, such as cells, tissues, blood, etc. It can also be applied to analyze real
clinical samples, hoping to discover notably different metabolites of diseases as
new biomarkers.
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